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Supervisor: Dr. R. N. Horspool

Abstract

Domain-specific, “little” languages are commonplace in computing. So too is 

the need to implement such languages; to meet this need, we have created SPARK 

(Scanning, Parsing, And Rewriting Kit), a toolkit for little language implementation 

in Python, an object-oriented scripting language.

SPARK greatly simplifies the task of little  language implementation. It requires 

little code to be written, and accommodates a wide range of users — even those 

without a background in compiler theory. Our toolkit is seeing increasing use on a 

variety of diverse projects.

SPARK was designed to be easy-to-use with few limitations, and rehes heavily 

on Earley’s general parsing algorithm internally, which helps in meeting these design 

goals. Earley’s algorithm, in its standard form, can be hard to use; indeed, experi

ence with SPARK has highlighted several problems with the practical use of Earley’s 

algorithm. Our research addresses and provides solutions for these problems, making 

some significant improvements to the implementation and use of Earley’s algorithm.

First, Earley’s algorithm suffers from the performance problem. Even under op

tim um  conditions, a standard Earley parser is burdened with overhead. We extend 

directly-executable parsing techniques for use in Earley parsers, the results of which 

run in time comparable to the much-more-specialized LALR(l) parsing algorithm.

Second is what we call the delayed action problem. General parsers like Earley
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must, iu the worst case, read the entire input before executing any semantic actions 

associated with the gram m ar rules. We attack this problem in two ways. We have 

identified conditions under which it is safe to execute semantic actions on the fly 

during recognition; as a side effect, this has yielded space savings of over 90% for 

some grammars. The other approach to the delayed action problem deals with the 

difficulty of handling context-dependent tokens. Such tokens are easy to handle using 

what we call “Schrodinger’s tokens,” a superposition of token types.

Finally, Earley parsers are comphcated by the need to process gram m ar rules with 

empty right-hand sides. We present a simple, eflBcient way to handle these empty 

rules, and prove th a t our new method is correct. We also show how our method may 

be used to create a new type of LR(0) autom aton which is ideally suited for use in 

Earley parsers.

Our work has made Earley parsing faster and more space-efficient, turning it into 

an excellent candidate for practical use in many applications.

Examiners: 

Dr. R. N. Horspool, Supervisor (Department of Com puter Science)

Dr. J. H. Departm ental Member (Departm ent of Computer Science)

________________________________________________________

Dr. M.-A. D. S to r^ ^ D ^ a rtm e n ta l Member (Departm ent of Computer Science)

Dr. K. F. Li, Outside Member
(Departm ent of Electricâl and Computer Engineering)

Dr. T. A. Proebsting, External Examiner (Microsoft Research)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The development of the first high-level programming language was heralded not with 

a bang, but a whimper. This language, Zuse's Plankalkiil, was devised in 1945 but 

unpublished and unknown until the 1970s [14, 41, 60]. By that time, high-level 

language development was in full swing. Languages such as ALGOL, APL, Fortran, 

LISP, and Simula gave an increasing amount of variety as well as establishing entirely 

new program m ing paradigms.

In contrast, there are relatively few big, general-purpose languages developed now. 

Those th a t do appear, such as Java^ and C # , tend to be little more than variations 

on earlier themes, despite the fanfare that typically accompanies their arrival. The 

m ajor th rust of compiler research is now efficient implem entation of program m in g  

languages rather than  language development per se [45].

W hat is underappreciated is the ubiquity of language in computing to describe

 ̂Java is a trademark or registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and 
other countries.
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smaller, more specific areas. Configuration files, HTML documents, shell scripts, 

network protocols — all are little structured languages, yet may lack the generality 

and features of full-blown programming languages.

About 1980, Mary Shaw coined the term  “little language” to describe this phe

nomenon [18]; the term  was later popularized by Jon Bentley [17]. Although the 

preferred label now is “domain-specific language,” the idea is the same. Shaw used 

the term  to draw attention to the fact that, a t the time, only a small amount of effort 

was spent in little language design compared to larger languages, yet the effects of a 

bad little language design could be disproportionately high [85].

Could we not ju st design a single, “perfect” little language, and re-use it for all 

application domains? Some think so — Shivers [86] presents an alternative to little  

languages and a Scheme-based implementation framework. Tel was also developed 

to address the proliferation of little languages [75]. However, the reality is th a t no 

convergence is hkely in the foreseeable future; new little language designs still debut 

frequently.

Of course, both design and implementation techniques can be used across the spec

trum  of languages. W hether writing an interpreter for a little language, or compiling 

a little language into another language, compiler techniques can be used.

In many cases, an extremely fast compiler is not needed, especially if the input 

programs tend to be small. Instead, issues can predominate such as compiler develop

ment time, maintainability of the compiler, and the ability to easily add new language 

features. Such prototyping is the strong suit of Python [15], an object-oriented script

ing language. When this work began in 1998, what Python did not have was a tool
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to support implementation of little  languages from s ta rt to finish, which led to our 

development of SPARK, the Scanning, Parsing, And Rewriting Kit.^

SPARK is an object-oriented framework supporting compilation of little  lan

guages. SPARK is easy to use, even by nonspecialists, and is being applied to an 

increasing num ber of areas. Roughly half of the objects tha t SPARK supplies rely 

internally on Earley’s parsing algorithm  [30, 31]. It is a general algorithm, capable 

of using any context-free gram m ar — most parsing algorithms in practical use today 

only handle various subsets of unambiguous grammars.

Experience with SPARK has dem onstrated a number of practical problems with 

the use of Earley’s algorithm. O ur research addresses these problems: token inter

pretation, parsing speed, on-the-fi.y execution of semantic actions, and handling of 

grammar rules with empty right-hand sides. These results are generally applicable 

outside of the context of SPARK; some of this work has already appeared, and more 

is to appear, as separate papers.

The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following manner. We begin by 

presenting SPARK, both in terms o f its usage and its internal workings. We then give 

some formal definitions, and a precise specification of Earley’s algorithm in which we 

characterize some of the algorithm ’s problems. From there, our research work:

•  Directly-executable Earley parsing. This improves performance of Earley’s al

gorithm  to the point where it is comparable to the less general, faster LALR(l)

-Another Python-based tool for compilation of domain-specific languages, TRAP [32, 33], was 
announced in 1999. It required a user-initiated compiler build phase, used a less powerful parsing 
method, and had considerably more complicated semantics. However, TRAP is no longer being 
actively developed [34].



parsing algorithm.

•  Schrodinger’s tokens, a technique for easily handling context-dependent tokens 

in conjunction with general parsers like Earley. Applications include little  lan

guages as well as programming languages which have been traditionally hard 

to parse, such as PL/I.

•  Early actions, in which we establish conditions under which semantic actions 

can be executed in an Earley parser during recognition. This is shown to dra

m atically reduce the parser’s run tim e space consumption.

•  An improved way to process empty rules in Earley parsers, allowing simplifica

tion of the algorithm. This leads to the construction of parsing autom ata which 

are tailored for efficient use in an Earley parser.

Finally, we conclude this thesis with some directions for future work.



Chapter 2

SPARK: Scanning, Parsing, And 

Rewriting Kit^

SPARK is a framework for compilation of little languages that plays m any rôles in 

the research we will later present. SPARK has incited us to look at the problems 

we will describe: it has acted as a  testbed for some of our solutions: it will be the 

beneficiary of some of our results.

F irst unveiled in 1998, SPARK is now on its sixth release. In that tim e, SPARK 

has received a favorable mention in print [28] and has been used in a wide variety of 

projects, a selection of which are listed below. Our projects are denoted by a circle: 

those done by others are bulleted. O ther people’s projects without citations were 

com m unicated to us via email.

o Compiling Guide [69], a web programming language

^An earlier version of this work appeared in [7].



o Compiling a subset of Java 

o Experimental type inferencing for Python [8] 

o Bytecode decompilation (now maintained by others)

•  VHDL parsing

•  Extraction of embedded program documentation

•  GUT building

•  Linux'^ kernel configuration system [80]

•  Interfacing with IRAF (astronomical software) [98]

•  Fortran interface description [29]

•  Producing syntax charts from a grammar

•  Domain-specific extensions to Python

In this chapter we introduce SPARK and show how its design motivated our 

research work.

2.1 M o d el o f a  C om piler

Like most nontrivial pieces of software, compilers are generally broken down into more 

manageable modules, or phases. The design issues involved and the details of each

"‘Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds.
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phase are too numerous to discuss here in depth; there are many excellent books on 

the subject, such as [3] and [6].

We begin with a simple model of a  compiler having only four phases, as shown in 

Figure 2.1:

1. Scanning, or lexical analysis. Breaks the input stream  into a list of tokens. For 

example, the expression “2 -j- 3 * 5” can be broken up into five tokens: number 

plus num ber times number. The values 2, 3, and 5 are attributes associated 

with the  corresponding number token.

2. Parsing, or syntax analysis. Ensures that a list of tokens has valid syntax ac

cording to  a gram m ar — a set of rules tha t describes the sjoitax of the language. 

For the above example, a typical expression gram m ar would be:

expr : := expr + -term
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number 
(2 )

number number
(3) (5)

Figure 2.2: Abstract syntax tree (AST).

expr ::= term 
term ::= term * factor 
term ::= factor 
factor : := number

In English, this gram m ar's rules say that an expression can be an expression 

plus a  term , an expression may be a term by itself, and so on. Intuitively, the 

symbol on the left-hand side of may be thought of as a variable for which 

the symbols on the right-hand side may be substituted [97]. Symbols th a t don’t 

appear on any left-hand side — like -b, *, and number — correspond to the 

tokens from the scanner.

The result of parsing is an abstract syntax tree (AST), which represents the 

input program . For "2 4 - 3 *  5,” the AST would look like the one in Figure 2.2.

3. Semantic analysis. Traverses the AST one or more times, collecting in form ation  

and checking th a t the input program had no semantic errors. In a typical pro

gram m ing language, this phase would detect things like type conflicts, redefined



identifiers, mismatcfied function parameters, and numerous other errors. The 

information gathered may be stored in a global symbol table, or attached as 

a ttributes to the nodes of the AST itself.

4. Evaluation. This phase may directly interpret the program, or output code in 

C or assembly which would implement the input program. Evaluation may be 

implemented by another traversal of the AST, or by matching patterns in the 

AST. The value of expressions as simple as those in the example gram m ar could 

be computed on the fly in this phase.

Each phase performs a well-defined task, and passes a data  structure on to the next 

phase; Grune et al. [45] refer to this as a “broad compiler.” Note that information only 

flows one way, and that each phase runs to completion before the next one starts.^ 

This is in contrast to oft-used techniques which have a symbiosis between scanning 

and parsing, where not only may several phases be working concurrently, but a later 

phase may send some feedback to modify the operation of an earlier phase.

Certainly all little language compilers won’t flt this model, but it is extremely 

clean and elegant for those that do. The main function of the compiler, for instance,

distills into three lines of Python code which reflect the compiler’s structure:
f = open(filename)
evaluate (semantic (parse (scan(f) ) ) )
f .closeO

Unlike Gaul, the rest of this chapter is only in two parts.® First, we will examine

each of the four phases, showing how our framework can be used to implement the
^Wortman suggests some anecdotal evidence indicating that parts of production compilers may 

be moving towards a similar model [102].
®With apologies to Cæsar [24].
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Phase Class
Lexical analysis GenericScanner
Syntax analysis GenericParser
Syntax analysis GenericASTBuilder
Semantic analysis GenericASTTraversal
Evaluation GenericASTTraversal
Evaluation GenericASTMatcher

Table 2.1: SPARK classes, by functionality. Some classes are potentially useful for 
more than one phase.

little expression language above. Following this will be a discussion of some of the 

inner workings of the framework’s classes, where the reliance of SPARK on Earley 

parsing will become evident.

2.2 T h e Fram ew ork

A common theme throughout tEiis framework is tha t the user should have to do as 

little work as possible. For each phase, our framework supplies a class which performs 

most of the work; these are summarized in Table 2.1. The user’s job is simply to create 

subclasses which customize the framework.

As the code implementing ou r running example is distributed throughout this 

chapter, it can be difficult to gauge factors such as code size and the consistency of 

s p a r k ’s interface. Appendix A. gathers the code together for one implementation, 

without comment.
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2.2.1 Lexical Analysis

Lexical analyzers, or scanners, are typically implemented in one of two ways. The first 

is to write the scanner by hand; th is may still be the method of choice for very small 

languages, or where use of a tool to  generate scanners automatically is not possible. 

The second method is to use a scanner generator tool, like Lex [67, 68], which takes 

a high-level description of the perm itted  tokens, and produces a finite s ta te  machine 

which implements the scanner.

Finite state machines are equivalent to regular expressions; in fact, one typically 

uses regular expressions to specify tokens to scanner generators! Since Python has 

regular expression support, it is natural to use them to specify tokens. (As a case 

in point, the Python module “tokenize” has regular expressions to tokenize Python 

programs.)

So GenericScanner, our generic scanner class, requires a user to create a subclass 

of it in which they specify the regular expressions that the scanner should look for. 

Furthermore, an “action” consisting of arbitrary Python code can be associated with 

each regular expression — this is typical of scanner generators, and allows work to 

be performed based on the type of token found.

Below is a simple scanner to tokenize expressions. The parameter to the action 

routines is a string containing the p a rt of the input that was matched by the regular 

expression.

class SimpleScanner (GenericScanner) :
d e f  init (self) :

GenericScanner. init (self)
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d e f to k en ize  ( s e l f , in p u t) :  
s e l f . r v  = □
G e n e ricS ca m n er-to k en ize (se lf , in p u t)  
r e tu r n  s e l f . r v

d e f t_ w h .ite sp a c e (se lf , s) : 
t ’  \ s+  ’

d e f t_ o p ( s e l f ,  s) : 
r ’ \+  I \*  '
s e l f - r v .  append(T oken(type=s))

d e f t_ n u m b e r(se lf , s) : 
r '  \ d +  '
t  = Token(type= 'num ber’ , a t t r = s )  
s e l f .rv .a p p e n d ( t )

A few words about the syntax and semantics of Python are in order. This code 

defines the class SimpleScanner, a subclass of G enericScanner. All m ethods have 

an explicit s e l f  parameter; _ i n i t _  is the class’ constructor, and it is responsible 

for invoking its superclass’ constructor if necessary. Methods may optionally begin 

with a  documentation string ( “docstring” in Python parlance) which is ignored by 

P y thon’s interpreter but, unlike a regular comment, is retained and accessible at run 

time. A m ethod which is empty (save for an optional documentation string) has no 

effect when executed.

Object instantiation uses the same syntax as function calls: in the above code, 

Token objects are being created. Both object instantiation and function invocation 

can make use of “keyword argum ents,” which perm it actual and formal parameters 

to be associated by name rather by their position in the argument list. Some final 

minutiae: □ is the empty list, and an “r ” prefixing a string denotes a “raw” string
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Input Method Token Added
2 t-number number (attribute 2)
space t-whitespace
+ t_op +
space t-whitespace
3 t_number number (attribute 3)
space t-whitespace
* t_op *
space t_whitespace
5 t_number number (attribute 5)

Table 2.2: Trace of SimpleScanner.

in which backslash characters are not treated as escape sequences.

Returning to the scanner itself, each method whose name begins with “t_” is an 

action; the regular expression for the action is placed in the method’s documenta

tion string. (The reason for this unusual design, using reflection, is explained in 

Section 2.3.1.)

W hen the tokenize method is called, a list of Token instances is returned, one for 

each operator and number found. The code for the Token class is om itted; it is a 

simple container class with a type and an optional attribute. White space is skipped 

by SimpleScanner, since its action code does nothing. Any unrecognized characters 

in the input are matched by a default pattern, declared in the action GenericScan- 

ner.t-default. This default method can of course be overridden in a subclass. A trace 

of SimpleScanner on the input “2 +  3 * 5” is shown in Table 2.2.

Scanners made with GenericScanner are extensible, meaning that new tokens may 

be recognized simply by subclassiug. To extend SimpleScanner to recognize floating

point number tokens is easy:
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class FloatScanner(SimpleScanner):
d e f  init (self):

SimpleScanner. init (self)

def t_float(self, s) : 
r’ \d+ \. \d+ '
t = Token(type=’float’, attr=s) 
self.rv.append(t)

How are these classes used? Typically, all tha t is needed is  to read in the input 

program, and pass it to an instance of the scanner:

def scan(f):
input = f.readO 
scanner = FloatScanner() 
return scanner.tokenize(input)

Here, the entire input is read at once with the re a d  m ethod . Once the scanner is 

done, its result is sent to the parser for syntax analysis.

2.2.2 Syntax Analysis

The outward appearance of GenericParser, our generic parser class, is similar to that 

of GenericScanner.

A user starts by creating a subclass of GenericParser, containing special methods 

which are named w ith the prefix “p_” . These special methods encode grammar rules in 

their documentation strings; the code in the methods are actioirs which get executed 

when one of the associated grammar rules are recognized by GenericParser.

The expression parser subclass is shown below. Here, the actions are building the 

AST for the input program. AST is also a simple container class: each instance of
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AST corresponds to a  node in the tree, with a node type and possibly child nodes. 

The gram m ar’s s ta rt symbol is passed to the constructor. In the  code, ExprParser’s 

constructor assigns a  default value to its start symbol argum ent so tha t it may be 

changed later by a subclass.

class ExprPaxser(GenericPaxser):
d e f  init (self, start=’exprO :

GenericPcirser. init (self, start)

def p_expr_l(self, args):
’ expr ::= expr + term '
return AST (type=args [1] , lef t=args [0] , right=cirgs [2] )

def p_expr_2(self, args):
’ expr : := term ’ 
return args [0]

def p_term_l(self, args):
’ term ::= term + factor '
return AST(type=args[1], left=args[0], right=args[2])

def p_term_2(self, args):
’ term ::= factor ’ 
return args[0]

def p_factor_l(self, args):
’ factor : := number ’ 
return AST(type=args[0])

def p_factor_2(self, args):
’ factor ::= float ’ 
return AST(type=args[0])

ExprParser builds the AST from the bottom  up. Figure 2.3 shows the AST in 

Figure 2.2 being built, and the sequence in which ExprParser’s m ethods are invoked.
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Method Called A S T  A fter Call 

p_factor_l

p_factor_l

p_term_2

p_tena_l

pJEactor_l

p_term_2

p_expr_2

o o

o o

p_expr_l 

Figure 2.3: AST construction.
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The “axgs” passed in to the actions are based on a similar idea used by Yacc [53, 

68], a prevalent parser generator tool. Each symbol on a rule’s right-hand side has 

an a ttribu te  associated wnth it. For token symbols like 4-, this attribute is the token 

itself. All other symbols’ attributes come from the return values of actions which, in 

the above code, means tha t they are subtrees of the AST. The index into args comes 

from the position of the symbol in the rule’s right-hand side. In the ru n n in g  example, 

the call to p_expr_l has le n (a rg s )  == 3: args[0] is expr’s attribute, the left subtree 

of 4- in the AST; args[l] is -t-’s attribute, the token -f-; args[2] is term ’s attribute, the 

right subtree of -t- in the AST.

The routine to use this subclass is straightforward:

def paxse(tokens):
paxser = ExprPairserO 
return parser.parse(tokens)

Although om itted for brevity, ExprParser can be subclassed to add grammar rules 

and actions, the same way the scanner was subclassed.

W riting actions to build ASTs for large languages can be tedious. An alternative 

is to use the GenericASTBuilder class instead of GenericParser, which automatically 

constructs the tree:

class AnotherExprParser(GenericASTBuilder):
d e f  init (self, AST, start=’expr’) :

GenericASTBuilder. init (self, AST, start)

def p_expr_l(self, args):
’ expr : := expr + term ' 

def p_expr_2(self, args):
’ expr ::= term '
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def p_term_i(self, axgs):
’ term  : := term * factor ’ 

def p_term_2(self, args):
’ term ::= factor ’

def p_factor_l(self, args):
' factor ::= number ' 

def p_factor_2(self, args):
’ factor : := float ’

(A more abbreviated way to express this may be found in Section 2.3.3.) The con

structor is passed the AST class, so GenericASTBuilder knows how to instantiate 

AST nodes.

By default, GenericASTBuilder constructs a concrete syntax tree which, as Fig

ure 2-4 shows, faithfully reflects the structure of the gram m ar. Depending on the 

node type being built, one of two methods is invoked to construct the node: Gener- 

icASTBuilder.terminal or GenericASTBuilder.nonterminal. The user may override 

these with methods which shape an AST rather than a concrete syntax tree.

After syntax analysis is complete, the parser has produced an AST, and verifled 

tha t the input program  adheres to the grammar rules. Next, the input’s meaning 

must be checked by the  semantic analyzer.

2.2.3 Semantic Analysis

Semantic analysis is performed by traversing the AST. R ather than spread code to 

traverse an AST all over the  compiler, we have a single base class, GenericASTTraver

sal, which knows how to  walk the tree. Subclasses of GenericASTTraversal supply 

methods which get called depending on what type of node is encountered.
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expr

expr 4- term.

I /  I  \
term term  * factor

factor factor number
I I (5)

number number
(2) (3)

Figure 2.4: Concrete syntax tree.

To determ ine which m ethod to invoke, GenericASTTraversal will first look for a 

m ethod with the same name as the node type (augmented by the prefix “n_”), then 

will fall back on an optional default method if no more specific m ethod is found.

O f course, GenericASTTraversal can supply many different traversal algorithms. 

We have found three useful: preorder, postorder, and a pre/postorder combination. 

(The la tte r allows methods to be called both on entry to, and exit from, a node.)

For example, say tha t we want to forbid the mixing of floating-point and integer 

numbers in our expressions, raising an exception if such mixing occurs:

class TypeCheck(GenericASTTraversal) :
d e f  init (self, ast) :

GenericASTTraversal. init (self, ast)
self .postorderO

def n_number(self, node):
node.exprType = ’ number' 

def n_float(self, node):
node.exprType = 'float'
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def default(self, node):
# this handles + and * nodes 
leftType = node.left.exprType 
rightType = node.right.exprType 
if leftType 1= rightType: 

raise ’Type error.’ 
node.exprType = leftType

We have found semantic checking code easier to write and understand by taking 

the (admittedly less efficient) approach of making multiple traversals of the AST — 

each pass performs a single task.

TypeCheck is invoked from a small glue routine:

def semantic(ast):
TypeCheck(ast)
#
# Any other GenericASTTraversal classes
# for semantic checking would be
# instantiated here...
#
return ast

After this phase, we have an AST for an input program that is lexically, syntacti

cally, and semantically correct — but that does nothing. The final phase, evaluation, 

remedies this.

2.2.4 Evaluation

As already mentioned, the evaluation phase can traverse the AST and implement the 

input program, either directly through interpretation, or indirectly by em itting some 

code.
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Our expressions, for instance, can be easily interpreted. Below, i n t  and f l o a t  

are built-in functions which convert strings to integers and floating-point numbers, 

respectively.

c la s s  In te rp re te r(G en e ricA S T T rav e rsa l) :
def  i n i t  ( s e l f ,  a s t ) :

G enericA STTraversal.  i n i t  ( s e l f , a s t )
s e l f  .p o s to rd e rO  
p r in t  a s t .v a lu e

def n_num ber(se lf, node):
node.value = in t(n o d e . a t t r )  

def n _ f l o a t ( s e l f , n o d e ):
node.value = f lo a t(n o d e . a t t r )

def d e f a u l t ( s e l f , n o d e ): 
l e f t  = node. l e f t . value 
r ig h t  = node. r i g h t .value

i f  node.type  == :
node.value  = l e f t  + r ig h t  

e ls e  :
node. value = l e f t  * r ig h t

An alternative is to use the GenericASTMatcher class. Here, patterns to look for 

in the AST are specified in a linearized tree notation, which looks remarkably like 

grammar rules. GenericASTMatcher determines a way to cover the AST with these 

patterns, then executes actions associated with the chosen patterns.

For example, the code below also interprets our expressions. The AST covering 

is shown in Figure 2.5.

c la s s  A notherIn terp re ter(G enericA S T M atcher):
def  i n i t  ( s e l f ,  a s t ) :

GenericASTMatcher. i n i t  ( s e l f ,  ' V , a s t)
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num ber

number ^ number

Figure 2.5: Pattern  covering of AST.

self .match.0 
print ast.value

def p_number(self, node):
 ̂ V ::= number ' 
node.vadue = int(node.attr) 

def p_float(self, node):
’ V ::= float ’
node.vaJ.ue = float (node, attr)

def p_add(self, node):
’ V : := + ( V V ) ’
node. vaJ-ue = node. left. value + node. right. value 

def p_multiply(self, node):
’ V : := * ( V V ) ’
node.value = node.left.value * node.right.value

The patterns specified may be arbitrarily complex, so long as all the nodes specified 

in the p a tte rn  are adjacent in the AST. To match both + and * nodes, for instance, 

this m ethod could be added:

d e f  p _ a d d m u l(se lf , n o d e ) :
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’ V : : = + ( V * ( V V ) )  ' 
node.vcLlue = node. left .value + \

node. right. left. value *= \ 
node. right. right. value

2.3 Inner W orkings

2.3.1 Reflection

Extensibility presents some interesting design challenges. The generic classes in the 

framework, w ithout any modifications made to them, must be able to divine all the 

information and actions contained in their subclasses, subclasses th a t didn’t exist 

when the generic classes were created.

Fortunately, an elegant mechanism exists in Python to do ju st this: reflection. 

Reflection refers to the ability of a Python program to query and modifj'’ itself a t run 

time (this feature is also present in other languages, like Java and Smalltalk).

Consider, for example, our generic scanner class. GenericScanner searches itself 

and its subclasses at run time for methods tha t begin with the prefix “t_.” These 

m ethods are the scanner’s actions. The regular expression associated with the actions 

is specified using a well-known method attribute that can be queried a t run time — 

the m ethod’s docum entation string.

This wanton abuse of documentation strings can be rationalized. Documentation 

strings are a m ethod of associating meta-information — comments — with a section 

of code. Our framework is an extension of that idea. Instead of comments intended
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for humans, however, we have meta-informatiou inteuded for use by our framework. 

As the number of reflective Python applications grows, it may be worthwhile to add 

more formal mechanisms to Python to support this task. Coincidentally, this has just 

happened with the most recent release of Python.

2.3.2 GenericScanner

Internally, GenericScanner works by constructing a single regular expression which is 

composed of all the smaller regular expressions it has found in the action m ethods’ 

documentation strings. Each component regular expression is mapped to its action 

using Python’s symbolic group facility.

Unfortunately, there is a small snag. Python follows the Perl semantics [96] for 

regular expressions rather than the POSIX semantics [51], which means it follows the 

“first then longest” rule — the leftmost part of a regular expression that matches 

is always taken, rather than using the longest m atch. In the above example, if 

GenericScanner were to order the regular expression so tha t “\d+” appeared be

fore “\ d + \ . \d+ ” , then the input 123.45 would match as the number 123, rather than 

the floating-point number 123.45. To work around this, GenericScanner makes two 

guarantees:

1. A subclass’ patterns will be matched before any in its parent classes.

2. The default pattern  for a subclass, if any, will be matched only after all other 

patterns in the subclass have been tried.
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One obvious change to GenericcScanner is to autom ate the building of the list of 

tokens — each “t_” method could, return a list of tokens which would be appended 

to the scanner’s list of tokens. Th.e reason this is not done is because it would limit 

potential applications of GenericScanner. For example, in one compiler we used a 

subclass of GenericScanner as a preprocessor which returned a string; another scanner 

class then broke that string into a list of tokens.

2.3.3 GenericParser

GenericParser is actually more powerful than  was alluded to in Section 2.2.2. At the

cost of greater coupling between naethods, actions for similar rules may be combined

together rather than  having to dup-licate code — our original version of ExprParser is

shown below. For clarity, we use F°ython’s triple-quoted strings which allow a string

to span multiple lines.

class ExprPaxser(GenericPaxseur) :
d e f  init (self, staxt= ’exprO :

GenericParser. init (self, start)

def p_expr_term(self, args):

expr : := expr + t-erm 
term : := term * ffactor

return AST(type=args[zl] , left=args [0] , right=args [2] ) 

def p_expr_term_2(self, azrgs):

expr ;:= term 
term ::= factor
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return axgs [0] 

def p_factor(self, args):
i } )

factor ::= number 
factor ::= float

3 ) 7

return AST(type=args[0])

Taking this to extremes, if a  user is only interested in parsing and doesn’t require 

an AST, ExprParser could be written:

class ExprPaxser (GenericParser) :
d e f  init (self, start=’expr’) :

GenericPaxser. init (self, start)

def p_rules(self, axgs):
7 7 7

expr ::= expr + term 
expr ::= term 
term : := term * factor 
term ::= factor 
factor ::= number 
factor ::= float

7 7 7

In theory, GenericParser could use any parsing algorithm  for its engine. However, 

we chose the Earley parsing algorithm [30, 31] which has several nice properties for 

this application [46]:

1. It is one of the  most general algorithms known; it can parse all context-free 

grammars whereas the more popular LL and LR techniques cannot. This is 

im portant for easy extensibility; a user should ideally be able to subclass a 

parser w ithout worrying about properties of the resulting grammar.
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2. It generates all its information at run time, rather than  having to precompute 

sets and tables. Since the grammar rules aren’t known until run time, this is 

ju st as weU!

Unlike most other parsing algorithms, Earley’s method parses ambiguous gram

mars. Ambiguity can present a problem since it is not clear which actions should 

be invoked. W hen this occurs, GenericParser calls GenericParser.resolve to choose 

between the possible input derivations. Users may override this method to implement 

their own behaviour.

To accommodate a variety of possible parsing algorithms (including the one we 

used), GenericParser only makes one guarantee with respect to when the rules’ actions 

are executed. A rule’s action is executed only after all the attributes on the rule’s 

right-hand side are fully computed. This condition is sufficient to allow the correct 

construction of ASTs.

There are other general parsing algorithms besides Earley’s algorithm. In par

ticular, generalized LR (GLR) parsing [89] would be another candidate for use in 

SPARK. However, we used Earley parsing in preference to GLR parsing for the fol

lowing technical and non-technical reasons:

1. Earley parsing has better worst-case performance, in terms of computational 

complexity.

2. GLR parsing will not work with all context-free grammars without modifica

tion [89], whereas Earley parsing does.
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3. GLR parsers typically require a “compiler build” phase, which we wanted to 

avoid in order to enhance SPARK’s ease of use. (Although this can be done 

lazily a t parse time [47].)

4. Having implemented and worked with both types of parser, we hnd Earley 

parsers simpler to implement and reason about than GLR parsers.

2.3.4 GenericASTBuilder

GenericASTBuilder works by hijacking GenericParser’s operation. The action asso

ciated with each “p_” method is re-routed to an internal GenericASTBuilder method 

which performs tree construction.

Experience with SPARK has shown that GenericASTBuilder is an excellent labor- 

saving device. For example, we used it in our project that decompiled bytecode. 

However, it can sometimes be difficult to specify exactly how to transform a concrete 

syntax tree into an AST. In practice, one often ends up using an AST design which 

is tolerable but not ideal, simply because it is easier to construct with GenericAST

Builder. A means of improving on this situation is the topic of future work.

2.3.5 GenericASTTraversal

GenericASTTraversal is the least unusual of the generic classes. It could be argued 

tha t its use of reflection is superfluous, and the same functionality could be achieved 

by having its subclasses provide a method for every type of AST node; these methods 

could call a default method themselves if necessary.
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The problems with this non-reflective approach are threefold. First, it introduces 

a maintenance issue: any additional node types added to the AST require all Gener- 

icASTTraversal’s subclasses to be changed. Second, it forces the user to do more 

work, as methods for all node types must be supphed; our experience, especially for 

semantic checking, is th a t only a small set of node types will be of interest for a given 

subclass. Third, some node types may not map nicely into Python method names 

— we prefer to use node types that reflect the little language’s syntax, like + , and it 

isn’t possible to have m ethods named “n_+.”  ̂ This la tter point is where it is useful 

to have GenericASTTraversal reflectively probe a subclass and automatically invoke 

the default method.

2.3.6 GenericASTMatcher

GenericASTMatcher currently operates using a G raham /Glanville code generator [42]. 

The input AST is linearized using a preorder tree traversal, retaining structural in

formation by insertion of balanced parentheses. For example, the AST in Figure 2.2 

would be represented as

+ ( number * ( number number ) )

GenericParser is then used to parse the linearized AST using the gram m ar (i.e., 

the patterns specified in the “p_” methods) supplied by the user.

We note that Earley parsing has been applied to G raham /Glanville code gener

ation before. Christopher et al. [26] concluded tha t Earley’s algorithm solved all of

^Not directly, anyway...
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the extant problems with the unadulterated G raham /Glanville technique, but with 

an enormous execution time compared to more naïve code generation algorithms.

One future possibility would be to exchange the Graham /Glanville engine for a 

more sophisticated one, using (for example) bottom -up rewrite systems [39]. Another 

interesting idea would be to allow more general patterns, akin to those in the XML 

Path  Language [101].

2.3.7 Design Patterns

Although developed independently, the use of reflection in our framework is arguably 

a  speciahzation of the Reflection pattern  [23]. We speculate tha t there are m any  other 

design patterns where reflection can be exploited. To illustrate, GenericASTTraver

sal wound up somewhere between the Default Visitor [74] and Reflection patterns, 

although it was originally inspired by the Visitor pattern  [40].

Two other design patterns can be applied to our framework too. First, the entire 

framework could be organized explicitly as a Pipes and Filters pattern  [23]. Second, 

the generic classes could support interchangeable algorithms via the Strategy pat

tern  [40]; parsing algorithms, in particular, vary widely in their characteristics, so 

allowing different algorithms could be a boon to an advanced user.

2.3.8 Class Structure

Figure 2.6 shows the class structure of the  user-visible classes in SPARK, along with 

their key methods. Due to the generality and flexibility of Earley's algorithm, many
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G e n e ric S c a n n e r G e n e ric P a rse r G e n e ricA S T T ra v e rsa l
error() error() preorder()
tokenize() parse 0 postorderO

resolve() pruneQ

G e n e ric A S T B u ild e r G e n e ricA S T M a tc h e r
terminalQ matchQ
nonlerminalQ

Figure 2.6: SPARK’s class structure.

classes have grown to depend on GenericParser. Our experience was that this depen

dence tended to amplify the problems with Earley’s algorithm, which we discuss in 

the next chapter.

2 .4  Sum m ary

SPARK is a framework we have developed to build compilers in Python. It uses 

reflection and design patterns to produce compilers which can be easily extended 

using traditional object-oriented methods. Many of the objects supplied by SPARK 

rely internally on Earley’s parsing algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Languages, Grammars, and Earley 

Parsing

In this chapter we formalize some ideas about languages and grammars, and present 

E arley’s parsing algorithm. Over half of the classes supplied by SPARK rely on 

Earley’s algorithm.

3 .1  L anguages and G ram m ars

A language is a set of strings over a finite alphabet [70]; in the context of parsing, 

we may intuitively think of this alphabet as the set of tokens that a scanner may 

return . If we denote the alphabet as S, then various finite and infinite languages 

m ay be formed by taking subsets of S*, the Kleene closure of S. For example, if 

S  =  {a, 6}, then some languages over £  would be {6}, {a, 6}, {6, aft, aaft, aaaft}, and
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{a, aa. aaa ,. . .} . The empty string is denoted by e, and the length of a string  a  is 

w ritten |o:|.

Different categories of languages exist, and one prevalent classification scheme is 

the Chomsky hierarchy [25, 48]. In particular, we are interested in Type 2 languages: 

context-free languages, or CFLs. To define what a CFL is, though, we m ust first 

define what a gram m ar is.

Any language may be described by an infinite number of grammars. By way of 

analogy, one may think of a language as being like the game of chess. T he rules 

of chess may be described an infinite number of ways — rules in English, rules ia

French, rules in Russian, and so on — but they all describe the same game. And

indeed, a gram m ar primarily consists of a set of rules. Given a gram m ar G, the 

language generated by th a t gram m ar is denoted L{G). A CFL is simply any language 

generated by a context-free gram m ar (CFG).

Formally, a CFG G is a quadruple (iV, E, R , S), where

N  is a set of nonterminal symbols,

S  is a set of term inal symbols, S  n  A/" =  0,

R  is a set o f  gram m ar rules, R  Ç  iV x  (iV U E)*, and  

S' €  iV is a start sym bol.

iV, E, and R  are all finite sets [48, 62]. A grammar rule (A, a) is typically w ritten 

A  O' (although gram m ar rules in SPARK use rather than  for pragm atic

reasons).

CFGs are usually written informally as a set of gram m ar rules. Unless a  sta rt 

symbol is explicitly given, the first rule is conventionally the “start rule," meaning
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th a t the nonterminal on its left-hand side is the grammar’s s ta r t symbol. Also, when 

several gram m ar rules have a common left-hand side, such as A —> o; and A —> 5̂, 

they may be written using the shorthand form A —>■ a  | ,/3.

We will be assuming the use of augmented grammars in the remainder of our 

work. An augmented gram m ar is a simple extension of a CFG which adds a new 

start symbol S ', S ' ^  N , and a new rule S ' S.

Standard notation [3] is used when discussing grammars in the abstract. Briefly, 

lowercase letters represent term inal symbols, uppercase letters early in the alphabet 

are nonterm inal symbols, and uppercase letters late in the alphabet can be either 

terminals or nonterminals. Greek letters denote strings of zero or more te rm in al and 

nonterminal symbols. More concrete instances of grammars extend these conventions: 

punctuation characters (e.g., parentheses) are taken to be term inal symbols, and 

meaningful words are used for both terminal and nonterminal symbols. We have 

enclosed term inal symbols in quotes where the type of symbol is not immediately 

evident from the context.

The application of gram m ar rules is captured in the notion of derivation. Given a 

gram m ar rule A  a., we m ay replace the occurrence of A  w ith a. in the string /3Ay. 

When this happens, P A y  is said to derive /3aj in one step, w ritten /3Ay => ,8ay. If 

the leftmost nonterminal is replaced, then this is a leftmost derivation, as in AAA 

aAA] one may have a rightm ost derivation as well. A sequence of derivation steps can 

be applied to a string of symbols, which is summarized by the notation =>* (derives in 

zero or more steps) and (derives in one or more steps). In a more general sense, 

the derivation of an input refers to the entire sequence of derivation steps taken to
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Chj 6, . . . terminal symbols
nonterminal symbols

. . . ,  y  z terminal or nonterminal symbol
a, 13,... zero or more terminal and nonterminal symbols
e empty string
\a\ length

A  a derives (in one step)
A  =>* OL derives in zero or more steps
A  a derives in one or more steps
A  =>/, a leftmost derivation
A  a rightmost derivation

Table 3.1: Notation, summary.

derive an input w in L{G) from the start symbol S.

Finally, a CFG G is ambiguous if there are two or more distinct leftmost deriva

tions for some string w in L(G) [70].® For example, the grammar S  S S  | x  is 

ambiguous because the leftmost derivations

S  =>c S S  S S S  =>£, x S S  =>£, x x S  XXX and

S  S S  ^ S  =>c x S S  =^L x x S  =>c

exist for the string xxx .

Much of the notation presented here is summarized in Table 3.1.

3.2 E arley  P arsing

Parsing algorithms work backwards in a way. Given a CFG G and an input w E E*, 

a parser’s job is to answer two questions:

®0r equivalently, two or more distinct rightmost derhations [3].
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1. Is w E L(G)? This decision task is referred to as recognition.

2. If w E L{G), then what sequences of derivation steps were used to derive w?

Earley’s parsing algorithm, is one of a  family of general parsing algorithms which 

can parse using any context-free grammar, including ambiguous grammars.®

In the past, general parsers have not been widely used in compilers due to efhciency 

concerns: all other things being equal, the more general parsing algorithms tend to 

be slower due to extra overhead [46]. However, this is becoming less of a concern vdth 

increases in processor speed and memory capacity. There are now a number of parser 

generators and other tools using these general algorithms [7, 84, 92, 95], as well as 

approaches to making the algorithms faster [9, 11, 44, 71].

General parsing algorithms have some advantages. No “massaging” of a context- 

free gram m ar is required to make it acceptable for use in a general parser, as is required 

by more eflBcient algorithms like the LALR(l) algorithm used in Yacc [53, 68]. Using 

a general parser thus reduces programmer development time, eliminates a source 

of potential bugs, and lets the gram m ar reflect the input language rather than the 

lim itations of a compiler tool.

General algorithms also work for ambiguous grammars, unlike their more efficient 

counterparts. Some programming language grammars, such as those for Pascal, C, 

and  C-f-P, contain areas of ambiguity. For some tasks ambiguous grammars may be 

deliberately constructed, such as a gram m ar which describes multiple dialects of a 

language for use in software reengineering [91], or a grammar for Graham  /  Gian ville

În the remainder of this thesis, context-free grammars should be assumed unless otherwise stated.
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code generation [42].

The prim ary objection to general parsing algorithms, then, is not one of function

ality. The problems with general parsing algorithms are twofold:

1. Speed. General parsing algorithms are not as efficient as more specialized algo

rithm s.

2. Lack of programmer control. General parsing algorithms must, in general, read 

and verify their entire input first [46]; this behaviour is contrary to that of 

specialized algorithms. W ith a  general parsing algorithm, semantic actions 

associated with grammar rules may not be executed until after the input is 

recognized, eliminating a favorite compiler implementation trick: altering the 

operation of the scanner and parser on the fiy. We refer to this as the “delayed 

action problem.”

O ur research has addressed these problems with respect to Earley’s algorithm. 

Before we can elaborate on our solutions to these problems, however, a  description of 

Earley’s algorithm  is necessary.

Earley’s algorithm works by building a sequence of sets, sometimes called Earley 

sets. Given an input a i 0 2 . . .  a„, the parser builds n 4- 1 sets: one initial Earley set 

So, and one Earley set Si for each input symbol ai. An Earley set contains Earley 

items, which consist of three parts: a gram m ar rule; a position in the gram m ar rule’s 

right-hand side indicating how much of tha t rule has been seen, denoted by a dot (•); 

a  pointer back to some previous “parent” Earley set. For instance, the Earley item 

[A —>• a  •  Bb, 12] indicates th a t the parser has seen the first symbol of the grammar
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rale A -4- aBb, aud points back to Earley set S'1 2 - We use the term, “core Earley item” 

to refer to an Earley item less its parent pointer: A —>■ a •  56  in the above example.

The three steps below are applied to Earley items in Si until no more can be 

added; this constructs Si and primes S'i+i-

S c a n n e r . K [A —̂  •  6 • • •, j ] is in and Oi+i =  6, add [A — • 6 •  • • •, j ]  to  Si+i.

P r e d i c t o r .  If [A S  , j]  is in  5 i, add [B —> • a ,  i\ to Si for all rules B  a

in  G.

C o m p le te r .  If a  “final” Earley item [A - ) - • • • • ,  j] is in Si, add [B • A •  • • •, Æ]

to Si for all Earley items [5  —> • • • •  A • • •, fc] in Sj.

An Earley item is added to a Earley set only if it is not already present in the 

Earley set. The initial set So holds the single Earley item [S' -4- #S, 0] prior to Earley 

set construction, and the final Earley set must contain [S' -4 S», 0] upon completion 

in order for the input string to be accepted. Figure 3.1 shows an example of Earley 

parser operation.

The Earley algorithm may employ lookahead to reduce the number of Earley items 

in each Earley set, but we have found the version of the algorithm without lookahead 

suitable for our purposes. We also restrict our attention to input recognition rather 

than parsing proper. Construction of parse trees in Earley’s algorithm is done after 

recognition is complete, based on information retained by the recognizer, so this 

division may be done without loss of generality.
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So Si
S' ,0 E  -> n.» ,0
E  —y * E  -f- E ,0 n S ' -4- E . ,0
E  —>• •rt. ,0 E  E  •  + E ,0

n

E  ^  E  + »E ,0
E  —¥ »E  -f- E ,2
E  •n ,2

Sz
E —> n» ,2
E ^  E + E* ,0
E  E  •  + E ,2
S' ^ E * ,0

Figure 3.1: Earley sets for the ambiguous gram m ar E  ^  E  E  \ n  and the input n 
+ n. Emboldened items ar« ones which correspond to the input’s derivation.

3 .3  Sum m ary

Reading formal definitions is only slightly more exciting than watching paint peel. 

T hat notwithstanding, gerreral parsing algorithms, and Earley’s algorithm in partic

ular, suffer from two problems: the speed problem and the delayed action problem.
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Chapter 4 

Directly-Executable Earley 

Parsing^*^

SPARK is somewhat unusual in th a t it uses Earley’s algorithm, and can operate 

using a rb itrary  context-free grammars. Most parsers in use today are only capable of 

handling subsets of context-free grammars: LL, LR, LALR. And with good reason -  

ef&cient linear-tim e algorithms for parsing these subsets are known.

For L R  parsers, dram atic speed improvements have been obtained by produc

ing hard-coded, or directly-executable parsers [13, 20, 50, 76, 77]. These directly- 

executable LR parsers implement the parser for a given gram m ar as a  specialized 

program , rather than  using a typical table-driven approach. Unfortunately, these 

techniques do not directly apply to general parsing algorithms. LR parsers, being 

specialized algorithms, can rely on the grammar being unambiguous and the exis-
10 An earlier version of this work appeared in [10].
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tence of a single stack within the parser, for instance. These same helpful simplifying 

assumptions cannot be made in a general parser.

In this chapter we extend directly-executable techniques for use in Earley’s general 

parsing algorithm, to produce and evaluate what we believe is the first directly- 

executable Earley parser. T he speed of our parsers is shown to be comparable to 

determ inistic parsers produced by Bison, an implementation of Yacc.

4 .1  D E E P: a  D irectly -E x ecu ta b le  E arley Parser

4.1.1 Observations

There are a number of observations about Earley’s algorithm which can be made. By 

themselves, they seem obvious, yet taken together they shape the construction of our 

directly-executable parser.

Observation 1. Additions are only ever made to the current and next Earley sets,^^ 

Si and Si+i-

Observation 2. The COMPLETER does not recursively look back through Earley sets: 

it only considers a single parent Earley set, Sj.

Observation 3. The S c a n n e r  looks a t each Earley item  exactly once, and this is the 

only place where the dot may be moved due to a terminal sjunbol.

avoid confusion later, we use the unfortunately awkward terms “Earley set” and “Earley 
item ” throughout this diapter.
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Observation 4. Movement of the dot due to a nonterminal symbol only takes place 

when the COMPLETER looks back a t a  parent Earley set.

Observation 5. Movement of the dot over a symbol, be it term inal or nonterminal, is 

a  common, unifying operation on Earley items.

Observation 6. Earley items added by P r e d ic t o r  all have the same parent, i.

Observation 5, especially, sparked the notion that it was possible to have a directly- 

executable Earley parser. But a t what level of granularity?

4.1.2 Basic Organization

The contents of an Earley set depend on the input and are not known until run time: 

we cannot realistically precompute one piece of directly-executable code for every 

possible Earley set. We can assume, however, that the gram m ar is known prior to 

run time, so we begin by considering how to generate one piece of directly-executable 

code per Earley item.

Even within an Earley item, not everything can be precomputed. In particular, 

the value of the parent pointer will not be known ahead of time. Given two otherwise 

identical Earley items [A a * /?, j] and [ A a  •  13, k]̂  the invariant part is the core 

Earley item. The code for a  directly-executable Earley item, then, is actually code for 

the core Earley item; the parent pointer is maintained as data. A directly-executable 

Earley item may be represented as the tuple

{code for A  a  •  parent)
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the code for which is structured as shown in Figure 4.1. Each term inal and nonter

minal symbol is represented by a distinct number; the variable sym can thus contain 

either tj'pe of symbol. Movement over a term inal symbol is a  straightforward imple

mentation of the S c a n n e r  step, but movement over a nonterminal is complicated by 

the fact th a t there are two actions th a t may take place upon reaching an Earley item 

[M 5  - • - , y], depending on the context:

1. If encountered when processing the current Earley set, the P r e d ic t o r  step 

should be run.

2. If encountered in a parent Earley set (i.e., the C o m p l e t e r  step is running) 

then movement over the nonterminal may occur according to Observation 4. In 

this case, sym cannot be a terminal symbol, so the predicate ISTERMIMLO is 

used to distinguish these two cases.

The code for final Earley items calls the code implementing the parent Earley set, after 

replacing sym with the nonterminal symbol to move the dot over. By Observation 2, 

no stack is required as the call depth is limited to one. Again, this should only be 

executed if the current set is being processed, necessitating the ISTERMINALO.

4.1.3 Earley Set Representation

An Earley set in the directly-executable representation is conceptually an ordered

sequence of (code, parent) tuples followed by one of the special tuples:

{end of current Earley set code, —1)
{end of parent Earley set code, —1)
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[A ->•••• a , y] 
(movement over a 
terminal)

[A —y • • • • -B • • •, y] 
(movement over a 
nonterminal)

[A —  ̂ y]
(final Earley item)

if (sym == a) {
add. [A — cz •

}
goto next Earley item

, j ]  to S i + i

if (ISTERMINALCsym)) {
foreach. rule B  —>■ a  {

add [B —> • a, z] to Si
}

} else if (sym == B ) {
add [A — • • • B • • ■ •, j \ to Si

}
goto next Earley item

if (ISTERMINAL(sym)) { 
saved_sym = sym 
sym = A
call code for Earley set Sj 
sym = saved_sym

}
goto next Earley item 

Figure 4.1: Pseudocode for directly-executable Earley items.
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The code a t the end of a parent Earley set simply contains a r e tu r n  to match 

the c a l l  made by a final Earley item. Reaching the end of the current Earley set is 

complicated by bookkeeping operations to prepare for processing the next Earley set. 

The parent pointer is irrelevant for either of these.

In practice, our DEEP implementation splits the tuples. D E E P’s Earley sets are 

in two parts: a list of addresses of code, and a corresponding list of parent pointers. 

The two parts are separated in memorj^ by a constant amount, so tha t knowing the 

memory location of one half of a tuple makes it a trivial calculation to find the other 

half.

Having a list of code addresses for an Earley set makes it possible to implement 

the action “goto n ex t E arley  item ” with direct threaded code [16]. W ith threaded 

code, each directly-executable Earley item jum ps directly to the beginning of the code 

for the next Earley item, rather than first returning to a dispatching loop or incurring 

function call overhead. Not only does threaded code proffer speed advantages by 

avoiding the call/return  mechanism [55], but it can work better with branch prediction 

hardware on modern CPUs [35]. We implement this in a reasonably portable fashion 

using the first-class labels in GNU

How is an Earley item added to an Earley set in this representation? First, recall 

th a t an Earley item is only placed in an Earley set if it does not already appear 

there. We will use the term “appending" to denote an Earley item being placed 

into an Earley set; “adding” is the process of determining if an Earley item should 

be appended to an Earley set. (We discuss adding more in Section 4.1.4.) Using

^^This is an extension to ANSI C.
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this terminology, appending an Earley item to an Earley set is done by dynamically 

generating threaded code. We also dynamically modify the threaded code to exchange 

one piece of code for another in two instances:

1. W hen the current Earley set is fully processed, “end of current Earley set” must 

be exchanged for “end of parent Earley set.”

2. Observation 3 implies tha t once the S c a n n e r  has looked at an Earley item, any 

code looking for terminal symbols is superfluous. By modifying the threaded 

code, DEEP skips the superfluous code on subsequent invocations.

Appending leaves DEEP with a thorny problem of memory management. Obser

vation 1 says th a t Earley items — threaded code plus separate parent pointers — can 

be appended to one of two Earley sets. We also maintain an array whose entry is 

a pointer to the code for Earley set for implementation of c a l l ,  giving us a total 

of flve distinct, dynamically-growing memory areas.

Instead of complex, high-overhead memory management, we have the operating 

system assist us by memory-mapping oversized areas of virtual memory. This is an 

efficient operation because the operating system will not allocate the virtual memory 

pages until they are used. We can also protect key memory pages so tha t an exception 

is caused if DEEP should exceed its allocated memory, absolving us from performing 

bounds checking when appending. This arrangement is shown in Figure 4.2, which 

also demonstrates how the current and next Earley sets alternate between memory 

areas.
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Index to 
Earley S ets

o
-a
8
TJ
-B
C3O

Figure 4.2: Memory layout for DEEP. S 2  and Sz are the current and next Earley sets, 
respectively; the shaded areas are protected memor}^ pages.
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4.1.4 Adding Earley Items

As mentioned, adding an Earley item to an Earley set entails checking to ensure th a t 

it is not already present. Earley suggested using an array indexed by the parent 

pointer, each entry of which would be a list of Earley items to search [31]. Instead, 

we note th a t core Earley items may be enumerated, yielding finite, relatively small 

n u m b e r s . A  core Earley item ’s number may be used to index into a bitm ap to 

quickly check the presence or absence of any Earley item with th a t core.

W hen two or more Earley items exist w ith the same core, but different parent 

pointers, we construct a radix tree [59] for tha t core Earley item  — a binary tree 

whose bramches are either zero or one — which keeps track of which parent pointers 

have been seen. Radix trees have two nice properties:

1. Insertion and lookup, the only operations required, are simple.

2. The tim e complexity of radix tree operations during execution is logi, where i 

is the number of tokens read, thus growing slowly even with large inputs.

To avoid building a radix tree for a core Earley item until absolutely necessar\', 

we cache the  first parent pointer until we encounter a second Earley item with the 

same core. An example of adding Earley items is given in Figure 4.3.

4.1.5 Sets Containing Items which axe Sets Containing Items

Earley parsing has a deep relationship with its contemporary, LR parsing [30]. Here 

we look a t LR(0) parsers — LR parsers with no lookahead. As w ith all LR parsers.

be precise, the number of core Earley items is +  1)-
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Bitmap

a) XXXXOX...

b) XXXXIX...

c) XXXXIX...

Radix Tree Roots

X X X X
dr

X X X X 5
1

X

X X X X X

Figure 4.3: Adding Earley items: (a) initial state; (b) after appending Earley item 
# 4 , parent S^, (c) after appending Earley item #4 , parent Sj.  In the radix tree, a 
circle (•) indicates an absent entry, and a square (■) indicates an existing entrj^ “X” 
denotes a “don’t care” entry.
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an LR(0) parser’s recognition is driven by a deterministic finite autom aton (DFA) 

which, is used to decide when the right-hand side of a grammar rule has been seen. 

A DFA state  corresponds to a set of LR(G) items, and an LR(0) item is exactly the 

same as a core Earley item.

How is an LR(0) DFA constructed? Consider a nondeterministic finite autom aton 

(NFA) for LR(0) parsing, where each NFA state contains exactly one LR(0) item. .4. 

transition is made from [A —)■•••• X  • - -] to [A —> • • • X  • - • -] on the symbol X , and 

from [A R •••] to [R —> #a] on e; the start state is [S'' —>■ «S']. This NFA may

then be converted into the LR(0) DFA using standard methods [3].’̂'̂

The conversion from NFA to DFA yields, as mentioned, DFA states which are 

sets of LR(0) items. W ithin each LR(0) set, the items may be logically divided into 

kernel items (the initial item and items where the dot is not a t the beginning) and 

nonkernel items (all other items) [3]. We explicitly represent this logical division by 

splitting each LR(0) DFA state into two states (at most), leaving us w ith an almost-

deterministic automaton, the LR(0) DFA.

Consider the expression grammar G e -

S' - ^ E  T - ^ T *  F  F
E  ^ F + T  T  ^  T / F  F  - ^ - F
F  F  - T  T  ^  F  F  ^ + F
F  F ( F )

Figure 4.4 shows a partial LR(G) DFA for Ge - In the original LR(G) DFA, states G

and 1, 2 and IG, 18 and 19, 24 and 25 were merged together.

Returning to Earley parsing, the core Earley items in an Earley set may be repre

sented using one or more states in an LR(G) DFA [71]. The problem with doing so is
14 Of course, there are much more efficient ways of constructing the LR(0) DFA.. .
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24

Figure 4.4: P artia l LR(0) DFA for G e - Shading denotes s ta rt states.

th a t keeping track of which parent pointers and LR(0) item s belong together results 

in a complex, inelegant implementation: tuples containing lists inside lists. However, 

we realized as a result of Observation 6 th a t the P r e d ic t o r  really just corresponds

to making a transition to a “nonkernel” sta te  in the LR(0) DFA. Pursuing this idea, 

we represent Earley items in DEEP as the tuples

{code for LR(0) DFA state, parent)

Figure 4.5 shows some Earley sets for G s', Figure 4.6 shows the same Earley sets

recoded using the LR(0) DFA states.

Through this new representation, we gain most of the eflhciency of using an LR(0) 

DFA as the basis of an Earley parser, but with the benefit of a particularly simple 

representation and implementation. The prior discussion in this section regarding 

DEEP still holds, except the directly-executable code makes transitions from one
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So
S ' - ^ • E ,0
E  - ) - • £  + T ,0
E  - ^ • E - T ,0
E ,0
T  ^ • T *  F ,0
T  -4  • T / F ,0
T  ~ ^ » F ,0
F  • n ,0
F  —̂  •  — F ,0
F  —¥ •  + F ,0
F  -4. • (E) ,0

n.

Si
F  — n» ,0
T  ^ F . ,0
E  T# ,0
T  - ^ T * * F ,0

/ F ,0
S'  E» ,0
E  ^  E * - t T ,0
E  —̂ E  •  —T ,0

E ^  E  +  »T ,0
F ,2

T  -4- . T / F ,2
T - ^ » F ,2
F  —> *n ,2
F  —y •  — F ,2
F  ^  •  +  F ,2
F  . ( F ) ,2

F  n . ,2
T  -4 F . ,2
E  ^  E  +  T . ,0
T  T  .  *F ,2
T  -4  T  •  / F ,2
S' - > E . ,0

Figure 4.5: Earley sets for the expression grammar G e -, parsing the input n + n.
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5o

0 ,0
1 , 0

3 ,0
8 ,0
9 ,0

10 ,0
2 ,0

S2

19 ,0
18 ,2

%
3 ,2
8 ,2

24 ,2
25 ,0

2 ,0

Figure 4.6: Earley sets for the expression grammar Gg, parsing the input n + n, 
encoded using LR(0) DFA states.

LR(0) DFA state to another instead of from one Earley item to another.

Figure 4.7 restates the pseudocode from Figure 4.1, using DFA states. There are 

three m ajor changes to note. First, a state may have either one or two transitions for 

a given symbol as a result of splitting DFA states. Second, the explicit P r e d ic t o r  

code is gone; Earley items tha t would have been added by the P r e d ic t o r  are now

clustered together in the nonkernel DFA states. Third, the “goto” is no longer shown

in the pseudocode, bu t is still present in the final code. A DFA state may have a 

combination of the pseudocode shown — movement over a terminal as well as final 

Earley items, for instance — and the “go to” must always fall a t the end of a state 's 

code. We give an example to show how the pseudocode fits together in the next 

section.

4,1.6 Implementation Rumination

DEEP parsers are generated by a 650-line Python script. This script takes a gram m ar

as input, produces the LR(0) DFA states, and emits the states’ corresponding C code.

For G e , the LR(0) DFA consists of twenty-five states. W hat follows is the anno-
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a

(movement over a 
terminal)

(movement over a 
terminal)

X

(movement over a 
nonterminal)

(movement over a 
nonterminal)

{sx contains final 
Earley items
[^ 1  —> • • • • ,  J i ] ,  
[^2 —>■•••
- - - )

i f  (sym == a) {
add {syk, j ) to Si+i

}

if (sym == a) { 
add (gyt, j ) to
add {Synk, i -i- 1) to Si+i

}

if (sym == B)  {
add (Syfc, j ) to Si

}

if (sym == B)  {
add (Syk, j ) to Si 
add (Syr,k, i) to Si

}

if (ISTERMIML(sym)) { 
saved_sym = sym 
sym =
call code for Earley set 5}̂  
sym = A 2
call code for Earley set Sj^

}
sym = saved_sym

Figure 4.7: Pseudocode for directly-executable DFA states. The parent pointer of 
is j;  kernel and nonkernel sta tes are denoted k  and nk  respectively.
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ta ted  C code for five o f these states.

stateO:
if (ISTERMINAL(sym)) { 

switch, (sym) {

REPLACEME(&&stateOnt);
DISPATCH();

}
stateOnt:

switch (sym) { 
case NT_E:
GEN_CUR(&&state2, 2, MYPARENTO ) ; 
break;

>
DISPATCHO ;

Each state has two main labels associated with it. The first is the entry point 

initially used when processing the current Earley set; the second is used when the 

symbol in sym is a nonterminal. We wül call this the terminal code and nonterminal 

code, respectively. T he REPLACEME macro dynamically modifies the threaded code 

to skip the term inal code upon subsequent processing of the state. By “skip the 

term inal code” we m ean th a t the terminal code, whose entry point here is stateO, is 
only used until such tim e as it sees a term inal symbol. Thereafter, the nonterminal 

code is directly entered a t stateOnt. The argument to REPLACEME is the address of 

a label, which is supplied by the && operator.

At first glance, it appears th a t the ISTERMINAL guarding the term inal code is su- 

perfiuous, because the term inal code cannot be invoked in the first place if the symbol 

in sym is a nonterminal. This is almost always the case. However, Figure 4.8 helps
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Already processed 
(pointers to

Not yet processed 
(pointers to

nonterminal code) terminal code)

Direction o f  
processing

Currently being 
processed

Figure 4.8: Threaded code in the current Earley set, Si, during processing.

illustrate the problem. Midway through processing Si, the parser could encounter a 

sta te  containing a final Earley item [A —> * ,2] which would force it to call Earley set 

Si as the parent set, meaning tha t sym would hold the nonterminal symbol A. This 

is not an issue for states in Si th a t have already been processed, but it necessitates 

the guard for states in Si th a t have not yet been processed.

Back to the code, DISPATCH causes execution to go to the next piece of threaded 

code. NT- is the prefix used to encode nonterminal symbols, and MYPARENT simply 

returns the parent pointer. GEN_CUR is a macro which adds a sta te  to the current 

Earley set. Si, it is supplied with the label and integral number of the  state to add, 

as well as the desired parent pointer.

As is obvious, the code generated is somewhat naïve. We have assumed that a 

C compiler with a reasonable optimizer is being used, which can clean up some of
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the detritus like the empty sw itch  statem ent. This is in contrast to earlier work on 

directly-executable LR parsers [50, 76] which expended considerable effort on low-level 

optimizations.

s t a t e l :
if (ISTERMINALCsym)) { 

switch (sym) { 
case 'n':

GEN_NEXT(&&state3, 3, MYTARENTO ) ; 
break; 

case :
GEN_NEXT(&&state4, 4, MYPARENTO);
GEN_NEXT (&&state5, 5, cuxstate + 1); 
break ;

(Cases for  + and C omitted for brevity.)
}
REPLACEME(fe&statelnt);
DISPATCHO ;

}
statelnt:

switch (sym) { 
case NT_F:

GEN_CUR(&&state8, 8, MYPARENTO); 
break; 

case NT_T:
GEN_CUR(&&state9, 9, MYPARENTO) ; 
break; 

case NT_E:
GEN_CUR(&&statelO, 10, MYPARENTO); 
break ;

}
DISPATCHO ;

State 1, State G’s nonkernel companion, has nontrivial terminal code. GEN_NEXT 
is an analogue to GEN_CTJR, adding a state to the next Earley set, Si+i. The terminal
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code contains instances where both one and two transitions are made on a single 

symbol.

state2:
if (ISTERMIML(sym)) { 

switch (sym) { 
case T_EOF:

GEN_NEXT(&&statell, 11, MYPARENTO) ; 
break;

}
REPLACEME(&&state2nt);
DISPATCHO ;

>
state2nt:

switch (sym) {
>
DISPATCHO ;

statell:
if (ISTERMINAL(sym)) { 

switch (sym) {
>
ACCEPT0  ; 
retaddr = NULL;
REPLACEME(&&statellnt);
DISPATCHO ;

}
statelint :

switch (sym) {
}
DISPATCHO :

These two states deal with the end of file. S tate 2’s terminal code adds S tate  11 to 

S'i+i, which will execute the ACCEPT macro upon processing and thus exit the parser. 

The unreachable code following the ACCEPT is left for the compiler to optimize away.
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States :
if (ISTERMINAL(sym)) { 

switch (sym) {
}
CALLCMYPARENTO , NT_F, &&state3Ll) ; 

stateSLl:
retaddr = NULL;
REPLACEME(&&state3nt) ;
DISPATCH0  ;

>
stateSnt:

switch (sym) -C 
}
DISPATCHO ;

Finally, S tate 3 contains a call back to a parent Earley set. The CALL macro 

manages the bookkeeping information shown in Figure 4.7’s pseudocode. One extra 

label m ust be generated to follow each CALL in order to have an address to return 

to. T he variable re ta d d r  stores the return address, as is probably apparent, but also 

acts as a flag indicating whether or not a CALL is in progress. This flag information is 

used when the end of the current state is reached, to determine if a call return must 

be executed.

4.1.7 A Deeper Look at Implementation

W hile the  implementation description in the last section should be sufficient to re

create DEEP, some detail has been hidden behind macros. For completeness if not 

clarity, we discuss the definition of those macros in this section. To make the pre

sentation as comprehensible as possible, we have abstracted slightly away from C 

syntax.
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Internally, there are two frequently-used pointers. One is a pointer into the array 

of threaded code for the current Earley set, and is called cp. The other, ap, points 

to the corresponding parent p o i n t e r . T h e  two pointers’ values are separated by a 

constant value, ARGOFFSET.
T h at said, the mechanisms for dynamically modifying code and fetching the parent 

pointer are quite simple:

# d e fin e  REPLACEME(x) *cp = x
# d e fin e  MYPARENTO *ap

The dispatching and call/retum  definitions are also relatively straightforward. 

Note th a t s t a t e  is an index to the Earley sets: the entry of s t a t e  points to 

Earley set Si.

#define DISPATCHO 
ap = ap + 1 
cp = cp + 1 
goto **cp

#define CALL(i, axg, ret) 
retaddr = ret 
save_sym = sym 
save_cp = cp 
sym = axg 
cp = state [i] 
ap = cp + ARGOFFSET 
goto **cp

'̂ âp is an abbreviation of “argument pointer.”
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#define RETURN()
sym = save_sym 
cp = save_cp 
ap = cp + ARGOFFSET 
goto *retaddr

By far the ugliest definition is that of GEN_CUR. First, some background. The 

variable g e n p tr  points to the location where the piece of next threaded code should 

be placed. For adding Earley items, a bitm ap and a set of radix trees are used, as 

described in Section 4.1.4. Two of each are required — one for adding to the current 

state, one for adding to the next — and so the bitmaps (bm) and radix tree roots 

(ro o ts )  are actually two-dimensional arrays. The value of the variable bank is used 

to alternate between the two entries of the arrays. Finally, the p re se n t function 

performs a radix tree search, creating the appropriate radix tree entrj^ if it does not 

already exist.

#define GEN_CUR(label, stateno, parent)
if ([BIT_ISSET(&bm[bank], stateno)) {

BIT_SET(6bm[bank], stateno)
♦genptr = label
*(genptr + ARGOFFSET) = parent 
genptr = genptr + 1 
♦genptr = &&endofstate 
roots[bank][stateno].tree = NULL 
roots [bank] [stateno] . leizy = parent

> else if (! present (stateno, parent, bank) ) -[
♦genptr = label
♦(genptr + ARGOFFSET) = parent 
genptr = genptr + 1 
♦genptr = &&endofstate

>
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The definition of GEN_NEXT is analogous and has been omitted.

4 .2  E va lu ation

We compared D EEP with three different parsers:

1. ACCENT, an Earley parser generator [84].

2. A standard implementation of an Earley parser [49].

3. Bison, the GNU incarnation of Yacc. (Bison is table-driven.)

All parsers were implemented in C, used the same (flex-generated) scanner, and were 

compiled with gcc version 2.7.2.3 using the -0  flag. Timings were conducted on a 

200 MHz Pentium w ith 64 M of RAM running Debian GNU/Linux version 2.1. The 

times shown are the  sum of user and system times reported by the tim e command.

Figure 4.9 shows the perfonnance of all four on Ge - As expected, Bison is the 

fastest, but DEEP is a close second, markedly faster than the other Earley parsers.

In Figure 4.10 the parsers (less Bison) operate on an extremely ambiguous gram

mar. Again, D EEP is far faster than  the other Earley parsers. The performance 

curves themselves are typical of the Earley algorithm, whose time complexity is 0{n)  

for most LR(A;) gram m ars, O(n^) for unambiguous grammars, and O(n^) in the worst 

case.[3l]
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4 .3  Im provem ents

Next, we tried DEEP on the Java 1.1 gram m ar [43] which consists of 350 grammar 

r u l e s . S u f f i c e  it to say that only the extremely patient would be content to wait 

while gcc  compiled and optimized this monster. The generated parser was over 19,000 

lines o f C code, 98% of which were in a single function. To make D EEP practical, its 

code size had to be reduced.

Applying Observation 3, code looking for term inal symbols may only be executed 

once during  the lifetime of a given Earley item. In contrast, an Earley item ’s nonter

m inal code may be invoked many times. To decrease the code size, we excised the 

directly-executable code for term inal symbols, replacing it with a single table-driven 

in terpreter which interprets the threaded code. Nonterminal code is still directly- 

executed, when C o m p l e t e r  calls back to a parent Earley set. This change reduced 

compile tim e by over 90%.

In terpreta tion  allowed us to trivially make another improvement, which we call

“Earley set compression.” Often, states in the LR(0) DFA have no transitions on non

term inal symbols; the corresponding directly-executable code is a  no-op which can 

consume both time and space. The interpreter looks for such cases and removes those 

Earley item s, since they cannot contribute to the parse. We think of Earley set com

pression as a space optimization, because only a negligible performance improvement 

resulted from its implementation.

The version of DEEP using partial interpretation and Earley set compression is

"■̂ Tliis number refers to grammar rules in Backus-Naur form, obtained after transforming the 
grammar from [43] in the manner they prescribe.
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called SHALLOW. Figure 4.11 compares the performance of SHALLOW and Bison 

on realistic Java inputs. SHALLOW can be two to five times slower, although the 

difference amounts to only fractions of a second —  a difference unlikely to be noticed 

by end users.

One typical improvement to Earley parsers is the use of lookahead. Earley sug

gested th a t the  C o m p l e t e r  should employ lookahead, but this was later shown to 

be a poor choice [22]. Instead, it was demonstrated that the use of one-token looka

head by the P r e d i c t o r  yielded the best results [22]. This “prediction lookahead”
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avoids placing Earley items into an Earley set that are obvious dead ends, given the

subsequent input. However, the LR(0) DFA naturally clusters together P r e d i c t o r ’s 

output. Where prediction lookahead would avoid generating many Earley items in a 

standard Earley parser, it would only avoid one Earley item in SHALLOW if all the

predicted dead ends fell within a single LR(0) DFA state.

We instrumented SHALLOW to track Earley items th a t were unused, in the sense 

tha t they never caused more Earley items to be added to any Earley set, and were 

not final Earley items. Averaging over the Java corpus, 16% of the Earley items 

were unused. Of those, prediction lookahead could remove at most 19%; Earley set 

compression removed 76% of unused Earley items in addition to pruning away other 

Earley items. We conjecture that prediction lookahead is of limited usefulness in an 

Earley parser using any type of LR autom aton.

4 .4  R ela ted  W ork

Appropriately, the first attem pt at direct execution of an Earley parser was made by 

Earley himself [30]. For a subset of the CFGs which his algorithm recognized in linear 

time, he proposed an algorithm to produce a hardcoded parser. Assuming the algo

rithm  worked and scaled to practically-sized grammars — Earley never implemented 

it —  it would only work for a subset of CFGs, and it possessed unresolved issues with 

term ination.

The only other reference to a directly-executable “Earley” parser we have found 

is Leermakers’ recursive ascent Earley parser [64, 65, 66]. He provides a heavily-
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recursive functional formulation which, like Earley’s proposal, appears not to have 

been implemented. Leermakers argues tha t the directly-executable LR parsers which 

influenced our work are really just manifestations of recursive ascent parsers [65], 

but he also notes that he uses “recxursive ascent Earley parser” to denote parsers 

which are not strictly Earley ones [66, page 147]. indeed, his algorithm suflers from a 

problem handling cyclic gram m ar rules, a problem not present in Earley’s algorithm 

(and consequently not present in our Earley parsers).

Using deterministic parsers as an  efficient basis for general parsing algorithms 

was suggested by Lang in 1974 [63], and has been applied in Earley parsers [71] 

and Earley-like parsers [5, 21, 93]. However, none have explored the beneflts of 

using an almost-deterministic autom aton and exploiting Earley’s ability to simulate 

nondeterminism.

4.5 Future W ork

By going from DEEP to SHALLOW, we arrived a t a parser suited for practical 

use. This came at a  cost, however: as shown in Figure 4.12, the partially-interpreted 

SHALLOW is noticeably slower than the  fully-executable DEEP. Even w ith the slow

down, s h a l l o w ’s timings are still comparable to Bison’s. One area of future work 

is determining how to retain D EEP’s speed while maintaining the practicality of 

SHALLOW.

On the other side of the tim e/space coin, we have yet to investigate ways to 

reduce the size of generated parsers. Comparing the sizes of stripped executables.
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Figure 4.12: Performance impact of partial interpretation of G e -

SHALLOW parsers for G e  and Java were 1.5 and 9.0 tim es larger, respectively, than 

the corresponding Bison parsers. Since the worst space increase reported for directly- 

executable LR p a r s e r s w a s  a factor of four [76], clearly we have some work to do.

Additionally, we have not yet explored the possibility of using optimizations based 

on gram m ar structure. One such example is elimination of un it rules, gram m ar rules 

such as A  B  w ith only a single nonterminal on the right-hand side [46]. Techniques 

like this have been employed with success in other directly-executable parsers [50, 77].

^"References [20, 50, 76, 77] were taken into account. 
’■®Also called chain rule elimination.
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Will D EEP ever make its way into SPARK? The answer is a definite “not yet.” 

The work described in this chapter gives an idea of how fast Earley’s algorithm 

can operate, and is interesting in that respect. However, we have not currently 

reconciled the am ount of precomputation required to generate a DEEP parser with 

the requirements of SPARK, namely tha t the parser perform all of its work at run 

time. This is another area of future study.

4 .6  S u m m ary

Directly-executable LR parsing techniques can be extended for use in general parsing 

algorithm s such as Earley’s algorithm. The result is a  directly-executable Earley 

parser which is substantially faster than standard Earley parsers, to the point where 

it is comparable w ith LALR(l) parsers produced by Bison.
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Chapter 5

Schrôdinger’s Token19

From performance, we now shift our focus to the delayed action problem. Recall that 

the delayed action problem arises because Earley parsers must, in general, read the 

entire input before executing semantic actions. As a result, the parser cannot feed 

back information to the scanner during recognition, which leaves the scanner with 

no idea how to handle context-dependent tokens. As we discuss in this chapter, the 

delayed action problem can be addressed not by fixing the parsing algorithm, but by 

exploiting it.

Usually, the type of a token th a t the scanner returns — the class of words that 

the token describes — is clear-cut. Problems arise, however, when a token's type 

depends upon context information that the scanner is not privy to. An example of 

this problem comes from PL /I, where statements like the following are legal [3, 37]:

IF IF =  THEN THEN THEN =  IF
19 An earlier version of this work appeared in [12].
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Program
text IF IF =  THEN THEN THEN = IF

Ideal token if ID ID ID— then I IDsequence

stm t — ifstmt j asgnstm t 
ifstmt —> “i f ’ expr “then” stm t 

asgnstm t — “I D” “= ” expr 
expr “ID” “= ” “ID”

Figure 5.1: Ideal token sequence and (simplified) grammar.

Ideally, the scanner should divine which uses of “i f ’ and  “then” correspond to key

words, and which correspond to identifiers; this would allow the parser to use grammar 

rules which directly reflect the structure of the language (P L /I, in this case). This 

ideal token sequence and grammar are shown in Figure 5.1. Unfortunately, the nec

essary context information to produce this token sequence is not directly available to 

the scanner.

In PL /I, this problem arises because keywords like “i f ’ are not reserved, and 

can be used in other contexts; most modern languages have avoided this particular 

difficulty. And while compilation of PL /I is no longer a ho t topic, this same problem 

still arises when compiling little languages.

More generally, we do not restrict ourselves to keyw^ords, and consider any situ

ation where a token’s type is context-dependent. One language may be embedded 

within another, as SQL can be embedded within C, 04-4-, or COBOL; the interpre

tation  of tokens may vary greatly between an SQL construct and the host language! 

There may also be many dialects of a single language which software re-engineering
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tools are obliged to recognize [91].

In this chapter we discuss a simple technique for handling context-dependent 

tokens, its implementation, and some applications. We have used this technique in 

SPARK with excellent results. For comparison purposes, alternative techniques are 

also presented.

5.1 S ch rôd in ger’s Token

In 1935, Erwin Schrodinger published a paper on quantum  mechanics in which he 

posed the exaggerated case of the now-famous Schrôdinger’s Cat [83]. A cat and 

a flask of lethal acid share accommodation in a steel chamber, along with some 

radioactive material. If an atom  in the radioactive m aterial decays — there is a 

50% chance of this happening — the flask is broken, and the global cat population 

is decreased by one. However, the decay of the atom , and the fate of the cat, are 

unknown until the chamber is opened: effectively, the cat exists in a superposition of 

“ahve” and “dead” states until th a t time.

This idea of superposition is a faithful model of the token interpretation problem. 

In lieu of context information, a token does not have a unique type but instead has 

a  superposition of types: it is all of its possible types simultaneously, until the parser 

peeks inside the chamber and resolves the token’s type with context information. We 

use the term  “Schrôdinger’s token” to refer to a token which has a superposition of 

types.

R eturning to our P L /I  example. Figure 5.2 shows the new token sequence from
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Program
text

Token
sequence

IF IF = THEN THEN THEN

 ̂ if !!
“ I

if :
r  , T,; -I
; then ;[ fheh$[| then

ID !l______ ILF
ID 1 [ÿW W : iD~ !r"n5~”

IF
I---------------

I i f

: FD ; :

stm t — ifstmt | asgnstmt 
ifstmt — “i f ’ expr “then” stm t 

asgnstmt —>■ “ID” “= ” expr
expr “ID” “= ” “ID”

Figure 5.2: Token sequence and grammar, using Schrôdinger’s tokens. The shaded 
token types indicate which interpretation is eventually used by the parser.

the scanner. “I f ’ and “then” are now Schrôdinger’s tokens, since they can be either 

a  keyword or an identifier; the “= ” token still has a unique type.~° Notice that 

the gram m ar is unchanged from the “ideal” grammar in Figure 5.1 — the use of 

Schrôdinger’s tokens is thus programmer-friendly, in that no modifications to the 

gram m ar are required, and therein lies a problem.

Physical superposition embodies^^ nondeterminism, something which current com

puters are not particularly adept at. Parsing algorithms commonly used for compilers,

such as the LALR(l) algorithm in Yacc [53, 68], are deterministic and cannot gener

ally cope with the fact that input involving a Schrôdinger’s token may (temporarily) 

not have a unique parse. Instead, we use more general parsing techniques such as 

generalized LR parsing [89] or Earley’s algorithm [30, 31], which effectively simulate 

nondeterminism if necessary to handle ambiguity in the grammar.

We note that the Schrôdinger’s token technique has been used in the past by

“°One could argue that also has a dual interpretation, as a comparison operator or an assign
ment operator.

-^Or, in the cat’s case, possibly disembodies...
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computational linguists [99, 72], who are accustomed to using more general parsing 

techniques. Specifically, the technique was used in natural language parsing to model 

the case where a single word can belong to many different parts of speech. To the 

best of our knowledge, computational linguists have no name for th is  technique, nor 

has it been applied outside the area of natural language.

5.2 A ltern ative  Techniques

There are a number of other techniques'^ for dealing with context-dependent tokens. 

We present them here in a parser-independent manner but, in practice, many of them 

involve more programmer effort than is initially apparent. This is because techniques 

requiring grammar modification often trigger an orgy of gram m ar rew riting in order 

to make a modified gram m ar palatable to a particular parsing engine.

5.2.1 Lexical Feedback

The scanner can be made aware of context if the parser and scanner sliare some state. 

The parser uses this shared state  to communicate context information to the scanner: 

this is referred to as lexical feedback [53, 68]. For example, if we were to use lexical 

feedback to have the scanner return a “then” token rather than  an ‘̂ ID” token, we 

would add actions to the “ifstm t” rule in Figure 5.1:

--Some of these techniques are folklore. Consequently, not all the citations in thtis section refer to 
original sources.
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ifstmt -4- “i f ’ expr
{ expectKeyword := true } “then”
{ expectKeyword := false } stm t 

The scanner would retu rn  a “then” or an “ID” token based on the value of the

“expectKeyword” flag.

Lexical feedback has a  number of problems in practice. It couples the scanner and

parser tightly: not only do they share state, but the parser and scanner must operate

in lock-step. The scanner cannot, for example, tokenize the entire input in a tight

loop, or operate in a separate thread of execution, because at any moment the parser

may direct it to change how it interprets the input. Additionally, the programmer

m ust fully understand how and when the parser handles tokens, otherwise subtle bugs

may be introduced.

5.2.2 Enumeration of Cases

If the  scanner insists upon returning the wrong token type in the wrong context, the 

gram m ar can be modifi.ed such th a t the “wrong” token type is accepted as well as the 

right token type: the program m er enumerates all the valid cases in the grammar [38, 

27]. In  our example, the problem is that the scanner can return  an “i f ’ or “then” 

token, when we really want an “ID” token. We replace all occurrences of “ID” with 

a new nonterminal th a t accepts all valid token types that we might see from the 

scanner:

stm t —> ifstm t | asgnstmt
ifstmt —> “i f ’ expr “then” stmt

asgnstm t -4 id “= ” expr
expr -4  id “= ” id

id -4 “ID” I “i f ’ I “then”
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Besides these gram m ar modifications, the correct addition of a new keyword re

quires changes to logically unrelated grammar rules.

5.2.3 Language Superset

An alternative approach to  handling context-dependent tokens is for the scanner to

never a ttem pt to distinguish between them, and to always return  the most generic

token type. The gram m ar can then be rewritten to accept a superset of the original

language. For our running example, this would look like:

stm t — ifstmt | asgnstmt 
ifstmt “ID” expr “ID” stmt

asgnstm t —> “ID” “= ” expr
expr -4 . “ID” “= ” “ID”

The problem, of course, is th a t eventually an “ifstmt” must have its generic “ID”

tokens examined, to ensure that the first one is “i f ’ and the second is “then .” This can

be done in actions associated with the grammar rules, or deferred to later semantic

processing. In either case, the programmer must perform work th a t the parser was

supposed to do in the first place! Furthermore, the intent of the gram m ar rules is

now hidden, making maintenance difficult.

5.2.4 Mcuaual Token Feed

The “m anual token feed” m ethod is analogous to manually feeding paper to a printer 

one sheet a t a time. T he parser is modified so that when it would normally flag an 

error, it instead calls a programmer-supplied subroutine with the offending token. 

The subroutine can then feed the parser an alternate token, and resume parsing. The
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process of feeding in alternate tokens can continue until the parse succeeds, basically 

creating a backtracking parser. However, as Kanze points out in his paper describing 

the technique [54], there are a number of situations where it doesn’t  work, due to the 

parser occasionally being in an inopportune state when an error is noted.

5.2.5 Synchronization Symbols

Tarhio [88] proposed a technique using what he called “synchronization symbols.”

As with the language superset approach, the scanner always returns a generic type

for context-dependent tokens. The difference is that the parser injects new tokens

—  synchronization symbols — into the token stream  on the fly, that supply context

information. This achieves the same result as lexical feedback, but without tying

the parser to the scanner. Using this technique, and the synchronization symbols “if

keyword,” “then keyword,” and “identifier,” our grammar would be:

stm t —> ifstmt | asgnstmt
ifstmt -4- if expr then stm t

asgnstmt —>• id “= ” expr
expr —> id “= ” id

if -4- sync “if keyword”
then -4 sync “then keyword”

id -4 sync “identifier”
sync -4 “ID” { insert appropriate synchronization symbol, based

on context }
A number of assumptions must be made for synchronization symbols to work: the 

token stream  must be mutable; actions associated with grammar rules must be exe

cuted by the parser a t the earliest convenience, to insert the synchronization symbols 

in time; the parser must not have looked ahead at later tokens already. And, as with
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most of these methods, the grammar must be modified.

5.2.6 Oracles

Abrahams [l] describes a compiler in which P L /I was parsed using a relatively weaJc 

method — LL(1) parsing. Here, neither the scanner nor the parser were powerful 

enough to collect all context information by themselves. W hen the parser require<i 

additional context information in order to decide how to interpret tokens, it invoked 

an oracle. The oracle called the scanner repeatedly to “peek ahead” into the token 

stream, looking for patterns that would provide context information. Upon finding 

such a pattern , the oracle rewound the scanner to its previous location; the parser 

could then continue with context information from the oracle, letting the scanner- 

re-scan the tokens.

In this example, the oracle can be seen as compensating for an insufficiently- 

powerful parsing method, rather than a means to handle context-dependent tokens. 

However, one could just as easily devise an arrangement where an oracle is invoked b y  

the scanner, giving the scanner enough context information to return the appropriate  

token type.

In practice, oracles may not always be feasible due to the performance impact o f  

reprocessing input and the complexity of constructing a correct oracle.
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5.2.7 Scannerless Parsing

Clearly, if the central problem behind context-dependent tokens is a  communication 

barrier between the scanner and parser, then merge them together to remove the 

barrier! This is the promise of scannerless parsing [82, 94]. The programmer supplies 

a single grammar which describes both lexical and syntactic rules, making it easy to 

express the context of tokens.

There are tradeoffs, however. The programmer must supply a gram m ar which 

specifies the legal placement of whitespace and comments. Besides being error-prone, 

this does not decrease the gram m ar size nor increase its readability. The other concern 

is efficiency, because scannerless parsing uses more powerful pushdown autom ata to 

handle individual characters rather than finite-state autom ata. This la tter point is 

hard to judge, as scannerless parsing tools are not available, and no tim ing results 

have been published.

5.2.8 Discussion of Alternatives

Use of Schrôdinger’s tokens is closest in spirit to enumeration of cases. The two meth

ods accomplish the same goal, albeit with different tradeoffs: enumeration of cases 

leaves the scanner unchanged and modifies the grammar, the opposite of Schrôdinger’s 

tokens. More broadly, Schrôdinger’s tokens suffer from none of the problems of alter

native techniques, such as extensive grammar modification and lim iting assumptions 

placed on the scanner and parser’s operation.
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5.3 Im p lem en tation

Im plem entatioa of Schrodinger’s tokens can be divided into two logical parts: sup

port required in parsing tools, and support by the user of those parsing tools, the 

programmer.

5.3.1 Programmer Support

Given a parser generator which supports Schrodinger’s tokens, the programmer need 

only supply a scanner which produces said tokens. This can be done in a hand-crafted 

scanner as well as using scanner generator tools.

Figure 5.3 gives a partial Lex [68, 67] specification for our running example. A 

distinct token type, “SCHRODINGER,” is returned to the parser to signal the ap

pearance of a Schrodinger’s token. The set of possible types is stored in a global 

array for use by the parser; for pedagogical reasons, a maximum of two superposi

tioned types is imposed. The usual disambiguation rules for preferring the longest 

m atch are applied.

How is the overlap between token definitions determined? In our experience, this 

can usually be done by inspection without much difficulty in the typical case where a 

single lexeme corresponds to multiple token types. However, it is possible to construct 

a scanner generator tool which would look for such cases automatically.
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%%
= retTom ’ = ’ ;
if return schrodinger(IF, ID);
then return schrodinger(THEN, ID) ;
Ca-zA-Z]+ return ID ;

%%
extern int types[2];

int schrodinger(int typel, int type2) { 
types[0] = typel; 
types[1] = type2; 
return SCHRODINGER;

}
Figure 5.3: Partial Lex specification using Schrodinger’s tokens.

5.3.2 Parser Tool Support

Parser generators must have appropriate support for Schrodinger’s tokens. We empha

size that this is a one-time tool modification, invisible to the end user/programmer.

For expository purposes, we begin with Yacc [53, 68]. Yacc uses an LALR(I) 

parsing algorithm, a flavor of shift/reduce parsing. In shift/reduce parsing, the parser 

shifts values onto a stack until a valid right-hand side of some grammar rule is seen 

atop the stack, at which time the parser reduces, popping values from the stack. The 

decision as to what parsing action to take is controlled by a deterministic automaton, 

whose transitions Yacc encodes in a table. At its core, Yacc’s parsing algorithm is a 

loop, indexing into a table based on the topmost stack value and the current input 

symbol, and performing the action specified in the table entry. Figure 5.4a shows this
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a  = in p u t () 
w h ile  ( t ru e )  {

s = to p _ o f_ stack () 
sw itc h  ( a c t io n [ s , a] ) { 

ca.se shift s ':

case  reduce A —̂ a :

case  accept :

case  error :

a = input 0  
w hile (tru e) {

s = to p -o f-S ta ck ()  
fo re a c h  h E a .ty p e s  {

sw itch  ( a c t i o n [ s , t ] )  { 
case  shift s' :

case  reduce A —>-a:

case  accept :

case  error:

(a)
}

(bj

Figure 5.4: Pseudocode for (a) the LALR(l) parsing algorithm, and (b) conceptual 
modifications for Schrodinger’s token support.

algorithm  in pseudocode form.

As shoum in Figure 5.4b, supporting Schrodinger’s tokens is a m atter of performing 

an action for each of the superpositioned token types. Unfortunately, this is where 

LA LR(l) parsing and Schrodinger’s tokens part ways. Even a simple example such 

as the one in Figure 5.2 would require the parser to be in two distinct autom aton 

states simultaneously, which is not possible in a deterministic autom aton.

'V\Uiere Yacc’s deterministic LALR(l) algorithm would fail, a general parsing al

gorithm  like Earley’s algorithm  or generalized LR (GLR) parsing [89] simulates non

determinism , effectively running multiple parsers in parallel. A GLR parser, for in

stance, employs the algorithm  in Figure 5.4a. However, instead of the single parsing
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stack th a t LALR(l) parsers have, a GLR parser has a set of parsing stacks: concep

tually, one stack for each derivation currently being considered. A G LR  parser must 

thus use the LALR(l) algorithm  for each of its stack tops.

Regardless of the general parsing algorithm used, the required change is the same 

as outlined above. Any operation tha t depends on a token’s type m ust be repeated 

for all the superpositioned types in a Schrodinger’s token. In the Earley and GLR 

parsers we have examined, very few lines of code need modification.

5.3.3 Schrodinger’s Tokens and SPARK

Depending on the parser’s design, no changes at all may be required to support 

Schrodinger’s tokens. In an object-based parser such as the Earley parser we use in 

SPARK, tokens are black boxes. The parser invokes a comparison m ethod within 

each token to discern information about its type, shown here as pseudocode:

class Token:
def compare(self, type): 

if type == self.type: 
return true 

return false

s p a r k ’s GenericParser uses this comparison method exclusively to probe the 

type of a token. All the program m er must do is to modify a token’s comparison 

m ethod to respond “yes” when the parser compares the token to any of the super

positioned token types. This requires no parser modification, only a change to the 

token’s comparison method:

class Token:
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def compare(self, type): 
if type E self .types;

return true 
return false

In this parsing model, a one-line change to the token’s comparison method is 

sufficient for Schrodinger’s tokens to work.

5.4  A p p lica tion s

Schrodinger’s tokens have many uses. We present three application areas: domain- 

specific languages, fuzzy parsing, and whitespace-optional languages.

5.4.1 Domain-specific Languages

Domain-specific languages are often designed and implemented in an ad hoc fashion, 

making the use of traditional compiler techniques difficult, in part due to context- 

dependent tokens.

Configuration files are one example. Although they vary greatly in complexity, 

a simple format involves only key-value pairs, as in the / e tc / r e s o lv .c o n f  file from 

our workstation:

search csc.uvic.ca
nameserver 142.104.96.1 
nameserver 142.104.6.1

On every line, the first word is the key, and the remaining words on the line are 

the value. If we were to  process this using compiler tools, it would be reasonable to 

consider making each key a reserved word. This way, the gram m ar would reflect the
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P 'T O  QT'CLTTh. search nameserver nameserver 142.104.96.1text

Token I s e â ^  
sequence | value 1! value :: value 1

■ I. — g Il L= '^W L I ■ I ■ I

Figure 5.5: Schrôdinger’s tokens for parsing key-value pairs.

structure of the language, an d  appropriate actions could easily be associated with

each different key:

searchstmt —>■ “search” “value” { action fo r  search }
nameserverstmt “nameserver” “value” { action fo r  nameserver }

However, nothing except good taste prevents us from re-using a key’s name as a  

value, perhaps changing the first input line to “search nameserver.” Figure 5.5 shows 

how the scanner can create ScHrodinger’s tokens to easily handle this case.

Some other domain-specific languages, and examples of how Schrodinger’s tokens 

apply to their implementation:

• Command-line argum ents. On UNIX^^ systems, commands like f in d  and expr 

allow complicated expressions as command-line arguments. Keyw’-ords are not 

reserved and may appear as arguments.

•  Text-based network protocols. A number of netw^ork protocols, such as FT P  [78], 

H TTP [19], and SMTP [79], use little languages for client-server communica

tion. Again, keywords a re  not reserved.

•  Programming languages. Some modern domain-specific programming languages 

have context-dependent tokens. We experienced this when re-implementing

"^UNDC is a registered trademark o f  The Open Group in the United States and other countries.
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Guide [69] using compiler tools; the initial implementation was an ad hoc Perl 

script. The d a ta  description language ASN.l [52] also makes provision for non- 

reser^^ed keywords th a t are distinguished by their context.

5.4.2 Fuzzy Parsing

Koppler [61] defined “fuzzy parsing’’ to be parsing which only recognizes part of an 

input. Fuzzy parsers are useful for software re-engineering and tools which only look 

for certain features in their input. A fuzzy parser could extract all the data  structure 

definitions from a  program , for instance, or find all public class members in a Java 

program.

A fuzzy parser operates by skipping tokens until it sees a  specified “anchor sym

bol,” a sentinel token th a t indicates the sta rt of the input sequence tha t the fuzzy 

parser recognizes. A fter parsing this input sequence, the fuzzy parser reverts to skip

ping tokens again.

From an engineering perspective, a fiizzy parser is looking for a signal amidst 

noise. Figure 5.6 shows how this idea can be applied to create a fuzzy parser tha t 

locates class definitions in C-t—I- programs, for the purposes of discovering the class 

hierarchy (an exam ple from Koppler’s paper). The scanner makes every token a 

Schrodinger’s token with a superposition of two types; the token’s actual type tha t 

would be returned normally, and “noise.” The gram m ar can then skip uninteresting 

input tokens by in terpreting them as noise.

The scanner, once configured to return Schrodinger’s tokens in this manner, can be 

re-used without m odification for any fuzzy parsing of C4-4-. Fuzzy parsers constructed
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Progmm  foo ; class bar { sta tic
text '■

I-------------------- II--------------------- II-------------------1 r ~  — — - n r- : — i----------------------- 1

Token______ ,_ED j; _ID__ j|_j!_ { !! sta tic  [
Ç O n O t  I • ...•• • V-' 11 »• . II  j. * - 11 » II « i l  ,  II",i no!se'irnoise:ii noise n noise n noise n noise u noise i

L ^ ._  11 -1 — J  L.»'— —J L  —, _ _ — _J L  — — ̂  — J  I— —     _ _J

Figure 5.6: Fuzzy parsing of C + +  using Schrodinger’s tokens.

w ith Schrodinger’s tokens and a general parser are more powerful than  those described 

by Koppler, because the “signal” they look for need not begin with an anchor symbol.

5.4.3 Whitespace-optional Languages

Schrôdinger’s tokens were envisaged as a means of representing one piece of text 

th a t may have multiple token types. However, there are some languages where even 

locating token boundaries is a  Herculean task. The classic example is Fortran, where 

whitespace is optional, and scanning is tricky [81, 36]. For example, the partial input 

“D 0 5 7 I= ” may correspond to two or four tokens, depending on the context. (Two 

abutted  identifiers or integers are assumed to be invalid.)

Figure 5.7 suggests how to address this using Schrodinger’s tokens. There are 

two distinct token sequences; the shorter of the two sequences is padded out with a 

special “null” type. These null tokens must be ignored by the parser, which can be 

accomplished by grammar modifications tha t perm it an “ID” to be followed by zero 

or more null tokens.

This idea may be used to handle lexical ambiguity between subranges and real 

number representations in some languages, when it is unclear if “1..2” denotes a range 

of values or two adjacent real numbers. As shown in Figure 5.8, this idea also makes
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Program
text

Token
sequence

DO 57 I

do
“ir
ri
II INT

“in
It
II ID

“ I
1
1

ID II
II null II

II
-lU

null 1
1

Figure 5.7; Schrodinger’s tokens for parsing Fortran. The token interpretation is not 
shown due to lack of sufficient context.

Program
text list < list < int

Token
sequence ID < ID < ID

»
--------------- It-------------------I f

> >  I! null

foo

Figure 5.8: Schrodinger’s tokens for parsing C + +  template sjmtax.

it straightforward to resolve the ambiguity in C + +  between the right shift operator 

“> > ” and nested tem plate parameters (C + +  template parameter lists are term inated 

by the “> ” symbol) [87].

5.5 Sum m ary

A superposition of token types — a Schrodinger’s token — represents situations where 

a token’s interpretation is dependent on context. Using general parsing algorithms, 

Schrodinger’s tokens have five m ajor advantages compared to other methods for ad

dressing the same problem:

1. No grammar modification is required; the gram m ar can accurately reflect the 

language being parsed, enhancing readability and maintenance.

2. Robustness: use of Schrodinger’s tokens does not require the programmer to
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understand the parser’s internal mechanisms. As well, no assumptions are made 

as to when the parser performs any actions that are associated with gram m ar 

rules.

3. Accurate modelling of context-dependent tokens, capturing the scanner’s un

certainty with respect to token types.

4. No tight coupling between scanner and parser. This again simplifies mainte

nance, and allows scanners and parsers to be seen as interchangeable software 

components.

5. Support for Schrodinger’s tokens may require as little as a one-line code change.
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Chapter 6

Early Action in an Earley Parser

In the worst case, an Earley parser has to read its entire input prior to constructing any 

parse trees — this is the delayed action problem. As semantic actions associated with 

gram m ar rules are not executed until parse trees are built (explicitly or implicitly), 

execution of semantic actions does not happen on the fly. This prevents any immediate 

action from being taken during input recognition, such as file inclusion or macro 

expansion.

However, it has been recognized for some time that this worst case, having to read 

the entire input, does not typically occur in programming language grammars; rather, 

they tend to only exhibit local ambiguities [63]. Exploiting this idea, we present 

conditions under which an Earley parser can build parse trees during recognition, 

giving a solution to the delayed action problem as well as yielding space savings.
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6 .1  Safe E arley S ets

E arley’s algorithm pursues all possible derivations of its input at once. From the 

parser’s point of view, it is alternating between two states. There are unambiguous 

parts of the input’s derivation, where the parser is keeping track of only a single 

derivation sequence. There are also ambiguous parts, where the parser is tracking 

multiple derivation sequences. At the extremes are inputs whose derivation is com

pletely unambiguous, and inputs tha t are totally ambiguous.

W hat characteristics does an Earley set have when recognizing an unambiguous 

p a rt of the derivation? To help answer this question, we define an Earley set Si as 

safe if it has the following properties;

Property  1. Si must contain at least one final Earley item.

P roperty  2. For every final Earley item [A —f X 1X 2  . . .  G Si, there exists no

other Earley item [B — aXn •  P,q] E Si.

Property  3. No final Earley item [A -4- *,p] exists in Si. This is a special case of 

Property 2, because there is effectively a symbol — albeit the empty string — 

before the •.

P roperty  4. A to tal ordering -< exists on the final Earley items in Si. Given two final 

Earley items Ii  =  [A -4- a», p] and I 2  =  [B -4 - X 1X 2  . . .  X^», q], we say B -< I 2  

if and only if =^* a. Combined with Property 2, this precludes Earley items 

produced by cycles of the form A  A  from being part of a safe set.
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W ithout loss of generality, we assume that all Earley items have been generated 

for Si before its candidacy as a safe set is considered. (In other words. S c a n n e r , 

P r e d i c t o r , and C o m p l e t e r  have finished running.)

A final Earley item is not guaranteed to be part of a derivation of the input: it 

could be an eventual dead-end path. However, this is not the case in a safe set. We 

prove this property of safe sets, then show that this implies that a safe set corresponds 

to an unambiguous point in the parse.

T heorem . 1 Final Earley items in a safe Earley set Si are part of some derivation 

o f the input.

Proof Given a final Earley item I  = [A X 1X 2  ■ ■. e  Si, there are two

cases to consider. (The third possibility, where the right-hand side of the rule is 

empt}^, is precluded by Propertj'- 3.)

Case 1. Xji is a terminal symbol. By Property 2, there can be no other way for the 

input symbol Oi to be consumed. I  must therefore be part of a derivation of 

the input.

Case 2. X ^  is a nonterminal symbol. I  must have been added to Si by C o m 

p l e t e r , which means that there must also be a final Earley item / '  =  [Xn 

Y 1Y2  . . .  Yn», q\ in Si. W hat can Yn be? Again, there are two cases:

Case 2a. is a terminal. This is Case 1; I '  must be part of some derivation. 

As I '  is directly responsible for I  being in Si, and there can be no other
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way for to be consumed (by Property 2), I  must also be part of some 

derivation.

Case 2 b. is a  nonterminal. We have arrived back a t Case 2 ! Property  4 ’s 

to ta l ordering of final Earley items ensures tha t there is a ordered sequence 

o f final Earley items in This sequence must term inate with a final Ear

ley item  tha t has a term inal symbol before the dot, otherwise C o m p l e t e r  

could not have been invoked for any item in Si (recall that em pty rules are 

not present in safe sets). Employing the same reasoning as in Case 2a, I ' 

and I  must be part of some derivation.

I  is therefore always part of some input derivation. □

C o ro lla ry  1  I f  Earley set Si is safe, then it corresponds to an unambiguous part of

the inpu t’s derivation.

Proof. For an ambiguity to exist, there must be two or more derivations of a

sentence. In  all the above cases, there is a unique way to derive each term inal and

nonterminal, so no ambiguity can coexist with a safe Earley set. □

We observe tha t Property 4 follows from the other three properties. This is

captured in the following lemma.

L em m a  1  I f  Properties 1-3 hold fo r  an Earley set Si, then Property 4 holds.

Proof. We look a t the ways th a t a final item may be added to Earley set Sii

1. Added by S c a n n e r  (running on S i- i) . If Property 2 holds for Si, there can 

only be one such final item.
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2. Added by C o m p l e t e r . If P roperty 3 holds for 5V, then the only way to cause 

COMPLETER to run initially on Si is by virtue of S c a n n e r  having added a 

final item to Si. Thereafter, only other final items added to Si by C o m p l e t e r  

can cause C o m p l e t e r  to run on Si again.

W hat happens when C o m p l e t e r  adds final items to Si? The answer depends 

on how many final items it adds. If C o m p l e t e r  adds one new final item  each 

time, then Property 4 is preserved, because there is a distinct ordered sequence. 

As mentioned, cycles are prevented if Property 2  holds.

On the other hand, if C o m p l e t e r  adds several final items, then the dot must 

have been moved over the same nonterminal symbol to create those final items. 

This would result in a violation of Property 2.

□
Lemma 1  implies th a t it is suflacient to verify Properties 1-3 to ascertain whether 

a given Earley set is a safe set.

6 .2  P ractica l Im plications

A safe Earley set is straightforward to detect during recognition of the input, and 

finding one has two im portant ramifications.
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S q  S i  S 2  ■ ■ • S i n+i • - * S j Si+l • • • S-ni+1

Partial parse trees Earley sets not
built yet constructed

Figure 6.1: Window on Earley sets. S{ is the last safe set; S j is being considered for 
candidacy as a safe set.

6.2.1 Construction of Partial Parse Trees

By Theorem I, recognizing a safe set means th a t the set corresponds to a single 

derivation path. It is therefore possible to enumerate all derivation paths prior to 

th a t point, since we know we cannot be in the  middle of a local ambiguity. In a 

compiler-compiler, we would typically want to execute actions associated with a single 

derivation of the input. Upon reaching a safe set, we can choose a derivation path  

and resolve any local ambiguities prior to the safe set by various means: heuristics, 

calling user-defined routines, disambiguating rules [2], or more elaborate means [56].

In practice, a window effectively exists on the Earley sets, as seen in Figure 6.1. 

The trailing edge of the window is a t the last safe set; the leading edge is a t the  set 

currently being considered for safety. All possible partial parse trees have been built 

prior to the window. Earley sets in the window contain information about partial 

parse trees we look forward to building upon discovering another safe set, since this 

is the only condition under which the trailing edge of the window^ moves.

Intuitively, one can think of the window expanding in two circumstances. F irst, 

the window may expand when all of the symbols in a rule have not yet been seen. In 

A  —>■ abc, for instance, we would have to see all of a, 6 , and c before we would have a
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foo (*p)

P artia l parse trees Earley sets not
built (semantic yet constructed
actions executed) (unprocessed

input)

Figure 6.2: Local ambiguity in C-t-+. Is this a declaration or a function invocation?

constructSet CSi) 
if issafe(5i):

constructTrees(lastsafe, i) 
lastsajfe = i

Figure 6.3: Pseudocode for construction of partial parse trees.

final item  to consider. Second, ambiguity causes window expansion, since ambiguity 

necessarily entails multiple input derivations. In ambiguous C + +  declarations, the 

window would expand to cover the Earley sets involved in the locally-ambiguous 

declaration; only after the end of the declaration could the trailing window edge 

move forward. This is sketched in Figure 6 .2 .

Figure 6.3 gives some pseudocode which shows how Earley’s algorithm would be 

modified to incorporate construction of partial parse trees. The variable l a s t s a f e  

would have an initial value of zero.

6.2.2 Space Savings

Recognizing a safe set adm its a simple way to save space during parsing, whose formal 

justification comes from  the following theorem [4].

T h e o re m  2 (A ho  a n d  U llm an ) [A — o: •  /?, i] €  Sj i f  and only i f  a  =+* • - aj
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ao tti

a  P

aj
5"o Si S i  S i + \  -  ■ - S j - i  S j

Figure 6.4: Saving space. The shaded set is a  safe set. 

and there are strings 7  and 5 such that S  =^* jA 6  and 7  ai ■■ - ai.

In the case of a safe set, we are dealing with final Earley items: [A —> a/?», z] G Sj. 

Then a/8 Ui+i ■ ■ - aj and, by Corollary 1 , we know that this can be the only way 

of doing so. As a result, the Earley sets S i+ i. .  .S j - i  can never be referenced again 

and may be deleted. This is shown graphically in Figure 6.4.

6 .3  E m pirica l R esu lts

We applied our technique to grammars for five widely-used programming languages: 

Java, Modula-2, Oberon-2, Perl, and Python. These grammars have extremely differ

ent characteristics. The Java grammar is unambiguous, not even sporting a dangling- 

else problem. At the other end of the spectrum, the Perl gram m ar makes heavy use 

of Yacc’s conflict resolution mechanisms to avoid almost five hundred shift/reduce
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G ram m ar 
BNF Rules 
LA LR(l) Conflicts* 
Corpus Size (Files) 
Corpus Sources

G ram m ar 
BNF Rules 
LA LR(l) Conflicts 
Corpus Size (Files) 
Corpus Sources

Java 
Java 1 . 1  

350 
0
3350
JDK 1.2.2

Modula-2 
m2c“ Derivative 
249 
0
607
Coco/R 1.5

Java Cup vlOj PMOS 2.2

Modula-2 (ISO) 
ISO/IEC IS 10514 
388
2  s /r , 2 1  r / r  
607
Coco/R 1.5 
PMOS 2 . 2

Ulm Modula- 2  3.068 Ulm Modula- 2  3.068

Oberon-2
[73]
197 
3 s /r  
580
OOC 001009 
Visual06eron 

001115

Perl
Perl 5.6.0 
189
485 s /r  
645
BioPerl 0.6.2 
Catalog 1 . 0 2  

FreeWRL 0.14 
Perl 5.6.0

Python 
Python 1.5.2 
271 
1 0  s /r  
1039
Python 1.5.2 
Crail 0.6

“B y C. Boldyreff; in the comp. com pilers archive.
*“s /r ” stands for a shift/reduce conflict, “r/r” for a reduce/reduce conflict.

Table 6 .1 ; Gramm ar and corpora characteristics.

conflicts (we retained all these conflicts in the Perl gram m ar when we ran our exper

iments). The grammars and their corpora are summarized in Table 6 .1 .

As shown in Table 6.2, 69% of the Earley sets for the corpora of each language 

contained flnal items, on average. This represents the absolute best case: even using 

an oracle, actions could only be executed at these points. The rather high percentage 

for Modula-2 reflects a large number of e-rules in key places: statically, the Modula-2 

gram m ar contains 34 e-rules compared to only seven for the ISO Modula- 2  grammar.

Of those Earley sets with final items, how many were safe sets? Table 6.3 answers 

this question. Unfortunately, it raises others. We had expected Perl’s ambiguous
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Java
Modula-2 
Modula-2 (ISO) 
Oberon-2 
Perl 
Python

Total Sets Sets with Final Items %
2390614 1415818 59

506789 462955 91
506789 363262 72
722371 482049 67

3590153 2180437 61
1074560 675859 63

Table 6 .2 : Earley sets containing final items.

Java
Modula-2 
Modula- 2  (ISO) 
Oberon-2 
Perl 
Python

Sets with Final Item s Safe Sets
1415818 919965
462955 62303
363262 54674
482049 102370

2180437 682709
675859 147979

Table 6.3: Safe sets.

%
65
13
15
21
31
22

gram m ar to present the biggest challenge to safe set detection, yet we found the 

second-highest percentage of safe sets for Peril We conjecture that this may be due 

to the gram m ar structure of the various languages, but we have no conclusive proof 

of this as yet.

The mean window size is a measure which indicates how often, on average, we 

would be able to execute semantic actions using our technique. As Table 6.4 shows, 

this num ber is quite low for Java, Oberon-2, and Perl; the result is tolerable for the 

other languages. The consistency of the results for like grammars is interesting to note 

for the two Modula-2 grammars. We noticed the same phenomenon for the Python 

gram m ar and a transformed version of it (which we will describe shortly) that had a 

mean window size of 30.0.
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Mean Window Size 
Java 4.1
Modula-2 39.2
Modula- 2  (ISO) 39.4
Oberon-2 11.9
Perl 7.5
Python 26.7

Table 6.4: Mean window size.

Mean Set Retention (%) Mean Rem Retention (%)
Java 1 2  13
Modula-2 26 26
Modula- 2  (ISO) 24 23
Oberon- 2  18 18
Perl 59 70
Python 9 9

Table 6.5: Mean set and item retention.

Finally, the m ean set retention measures the ratio between Earley sets tha t cannot 

be discarded versus the to tal number of sets, a t each point in the parse. Table 6.5 

gives the results.

The mean set retention appears to be a good indicator of memory sa-vings by the 

Earley parser. The memory savings by deleting Earley sets during parsing is realized, 

ultimately, by the fact tha t there are fewer Earley items in memory. Therefore, 

we have also gathered data  on mean item  retention, the number of Earley items 

kept at each point in the parse — it correlates well with mean set retention. We 

caution, however, th a t the mean item  retention may vary depending on the parser. 

For example, techniques such as prediction lookahead, Earley set compression, and 

implementing Earley sets using LR sta tes can all affect the number of items in an
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Figure 6.5: Mean set retentiou and input size.

Earley set. (We used an unadulterated Earley parser when gathering mean item 

retention data .) We observe that employing one of the above techniques and pruniag 

out some Earley items may cause more safe sets to emerge.

For Java, the mean set retention means that, on average, we can delete 8 8 % of 

Earley sets during parsing. Comparing this to the number of tokens in the Java input. 

Figure 6.5 shows th a t the space savings increase rapidly with the size of the input.

One nagging question: why is the mean set retention so high for Perl? We hy

pothesize th a t this is due to the use of right-recursive rules in the Perl grammar, tha t
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A  — a j  
A  a A 'j  
A ' -4- A'/3 
A'

A  - 5 -  q ; A ' 7

A' A '13 
A' - f  e

A —T aA''y 
A' ^A ' 
A '-> e

a) Left recursive, no b) Left recursive 
e-rules

c) Right recursive 

Figure 6 .6 : Converting EBNF iteration into BNF.

is, rules of the form A —>• aA . Such rules are discouraged in grammars for LR-family 

parsers because they force the parser to keep far more information on its stack than 

the equivalent left-recursive rules.

To dem onstrate the ill effects caused by right recursive rules, we performed an 

experiment. The Python grammar, as distributed, is written using extended BNF 

rules (EBNF) [100] which we convert automatically to BNF via a Python script. The 

EBNF iteration construct, denoted by braces, is used throughout the Python gram m ar 

as a notational shorthand: A —)• a{P}'y means that zero or more occurrences of ^  are 

allowed. This construct may be translated into BNF in a t least three ways, shown in 

Figure 6 .6 ; we used the form in Figure 6 .6 a to produce the above results.

We generated two additional grammars for Python by applying the different con

versions for iteration. Table 6 . 6  gives the characteristics of these grammars, repeating 

the previous Python grammar specifics for comparison purposes. Using these gram 

mars to parse the Python corpus clearly shows the dram atic negative effect caused
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Python Python (Irec) Python (rrec)
Gram m ar Python 1.5.2 Python 1.5.2 Python 1.5.2
BNF Rules 271 215 215
LALR(l) Conflicts 1 0  s / r  6  s / r  44 s /r
Iteration Conversion a b c

Table 6 .6 : Flavors of Pj4;hon grammar.

Python Python (Irec) Python (rrec)
Mean Window Size 26.7 30.0 84.7
Mean Set Retention (%) 9 1 2 92
Mean Item  Retention (%) 9 1 2 95

Table 6.7: Python grammar results, 

by right recursion (Table 6.7), confirming our hypothesis.

6 .4  P rev iou s W ork

The only prior work in this area seems to have been by Earley himself [30]. He 

described a means of determining if a final item belongs to the input’s derivation, 

using k  symbols of lookahead in the best case, an elaborate bookkeeping scheme in 

the worst case. Reclamation of space was treated as a separate issue: Earley gave 

criteria for determining when a given item is no longer necessary, and proposed that a 

garbage collector could be built on this basis (he never did so, however). In contrast 

to Earley’s proposals, our method is simple and unifies both areas.
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6.5 P u tiire  W ork

The problem  rem aining with construction of partial parse trees is one of usability. If 

we incorporated this scheme into SPARK’s parser, the  user would have no concrete 

idea as to when their semantic actions would be executed. This can be problematic 

— for example, say th a t variable information needs to be entered into a symbol table 

imm ediately after a declaration is parsed. How can the user verify that this will 

happen, and will continue happening even if the gram m ar is changed? One possible 

approach would be to devise some way that the user can mark such critical spots 

in the gram m ar. Another way would be to separate sem antic concerns from parsing 

entirely, and move to a more powerful formalism.

One such formalism is attribute grammars [57]. In an  a ttribu te  grammar, semantic 

actions are associated with grammar rules. These sem antic actions are not arbitrary' 

code, though — they specify the computation of a ttribu tes in such a way that they can 

be understood by an “attribute evaluator.” This evaluator computes dependencies 

amongst attributes, and orders their computation appropriately. Using attribute 

gram m ars in SPARK would effectively remove the need for semantic analysis using 

GenericASTTraversal, which can be seen as a crude, m anual way of accomplishing 

the same task.

R eturning to the future, one straightforward extension to the work in this chapter 

would be to employ Follow set information when looking for a safe Earley set. The 

Follow set of a nonterm inal A, Follow {A), is the set of all terminals a such that 

S  OiAafi [3]. We speculate that this might give the sam e improvement as SLR(l)
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parsing (which uses Follow sets) does over LR(0) parsing (which doesn't).

6.6  Sum m ary

A safe Earley set exhibits four properties which are easy to check for during the 

parser’s operation. Discovering a safe set allows partial parse trees to be constructed 

during recognition of the input, and also identifies Earley sets that can be deleted. 

Our results on programming language gram m ars show that this last point can result 

in an enormous space savings.
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Chapter 7

Running Earley on Empty

It is embarrassing to admit th a t a bug deserves credit for the work in this chapter.

Like most parsing algorithms, Earley parsers suffer from additional complications 

when handling gram m ars containing e-rules, i.e., rules of the form A — e which crop 

up frequently in gram m ars of practical interest. Earley’s descriptions of his algorithm 

carefully describe the problem, which we just as carefully ignored when implementing 

SPARK’s Earley parser. Failing to handle e-rules properly causes an Earley parser to 

erroneously reject certain inputs — surely enough to raise the flag of suspicion. Yet 

this bug in SPARK sat unnoticed over a year, through three public releases!

Subsequent testing showed that it was remarkably difficult to trigger this bug 

under normal circumstances. This led us to study the nature of the interaction 

between Earley parsing and e-rules more closely, and arrive at a straightforward 

remedy to the problem.
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7.1 T h e  P rob lem  o f  e

In terms of implementation, Earley sets are built in increasing order as the inpimt 

is read. Also, each set is typically represented as a list of items, as suggested b-y 

Earley [30, 31]. This set representation is particularly convenient, because the list o f  

items acts as a “work queue” when building the set: items are examined in o rd er, 

applying S c a n n e r , P r e d ic t o r , and C o m p l e t e r  as necessary; items added to  th_e 

set are appended onto the end of the list.

At any given point i in the parse, then, we have two partially-constructed se ts . 

S c a n n e r  may add items to and Si may have items added to it by PR ED IC TO R  

and C o m p l e t e r .  It is this la tter possibility, adding items to which causes g rie f  

vdth e-rules.

When C o m p l e t e r  processes an item [A —)■ •, j] which corresponds to the e-rul^  

A  —> e, it must look through Sj for items with the dot before an A. Unfortunatelw, 

for e-rule items, j  is always equal to i — C o m p l e t e r  is thus looking through th e  

partially-constructed set Since implementations process items in Si in order, id  

an item [S A - • - , ^] is added to Si after COMPLETER has processed [A —> • , j] ,

C o m p l e t e r  will never add [P  • A» ■ • •, A:] to 5^. In turn, items resulting d irec tly  

and indirectly from [B —> - - • .4 •  - • -, A:] will be om itted too. This effectively p runes 

potential derivation paths, which can cause correct input to be rejected. Figure 7.1L 

gives an example of this happening.

Two methods of handling this problem have been proposed. G rune and Jaco b s

'" ‘‘y  =  i  for e-rule items because they can only be added to an Earley set by P R E D I C T O R ,  whicla 
always bestows added items with the parent pointer i.
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Si

S ' 5
s —)• A A A A
A —j- a
A —f E
E €

S ' - ^ » S , 0

S  —y *AAAA- , 0

A  —y #<% , 0

A ^ m E , 0

E  • , 0

A ^ E * , 0

5  — A • A A A , 0

A —)■ a# ,0
S —y A  • AAA , 0

S  —> A A  •  AA , 0

A — #(z , 1

A — »E , 1

E  —̂ • , 1

A —̂ E* , 1

S  A A A  •  A , 0

Figure 7.1: An unadulterated Earley parser rejects the valid input a. Missing items 
in S q sound the death  knell for this parse.

aptly  summarize one approach:

‘The easiest way to handle this m are’s nest is to stay calm and keep 

running the Predictor and Completer in turn  until neither has anything 

more to add.’ [46, page 159]

Aho and Ullman [4] specify this method in their presentation of Earley parsing, and 

it is used by ACCENT [84], a compiler-compiler which generates Earley parsers.

The other approach was suggested by Earley [30, 31]. He proposed having Com

p l e t e r  note that the dot needed to be moved over A, then looking for this whenever 

future items were added to Si- For efficiency’s sake, the collection of nonterminals to 

watch for should be stored in a data structure which allows fast access. We used this 

method initially to fix the bug in SPARK.

In our opinion, neither approach is very satisfactory. Repeatedly processing Si, 

or parts thereof, involves a lot of activity for little gain. It also complicates our 

directly-executable Earley parser, which expects to process the contents of Si in one
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pass. On the other hand, Earley’s solution requires an extra, dynamically-updated 

da ta  structure and the unnatural m ating of C o m p l e t e r  with the adding of items. 

Ideally, we want a solution which retains the elegance of Earley’s algorithm, only 

processes items in S{ once, and has no run time overhead from updating a data 

structure.

7.2 A n  “Id ea l” S o lu tion

Our solution involves a simple modification to P r e d i c t o r , based on the idea of 

nullability. A nonterminal A  is said to be nullable if A  =*-* e; term inal symbols, of 

course, can never be nullable. The nullability of nonterminals in a gram m ar may 

be easily precomputed using well-known techniques [6 , 37]. Using this notion, our 

P r e d i c t o r  can be stated as follows (our modification is in boldface):

If [A S  , y] is in Si, add [B *a, i] to Si for all rules B  a.

If B is nullable, also add [A B ,j] to S,.

In other words, we eagerly move the dot over a nonterminal if th a t nonterminal can 

derive e and effectively “disappear.” Using the grammar from the ill-fated Figure 7.1, 

Figure 7.2 demonstrates how our modified P r e d ic t o r  fixes the problem.

7.3 P ro o f o f  C orrectness

Our solution is correct in the sense th a t it produces exactly the same items in an 

Earley set Si as would Earley’s method of handling e-rules. In the following proof.
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S ' - ^ S * , 0

E ^ * , 1

A -y- E* , 1

Figure 7.2: An Earley parser accepts the input a, using our modification to PREDIC
TOR.

we write E{Si)  and E'{Si) to denote the contents of Earley set S{ as computed by

Earley’s m ethod and our method, respectively. Earley’s S c a n n e r , P r e d i c t o r , and

C o m p l e t e r  steps are denoted by Es, Ep, and Ec', ours are E's, E'p, and E^- 

We begin with some results which will be used later:

L em m a  2 Let I  be the Earley item [A -5- a*, %]. I f  I  E Si, then a  =>* e.

Proof. There are two cases, depending on the length of œ.

Case 1. |q:| =  0. The lemma is trivially true, because a  must be e.

Case 2. |a | > 0. The key observation here is that the parent pointer of an Earley 

item  indicates the Earley set where the item first appeared. In other words, 

the item [A —f «a, z] must also be present in Si, and because both it and I  are 

in Si, it means that a  must have made its debut and been recognized without 

consuming any terminal symbols. Therefore a  =>* e.
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□

L em m a  Z I f  [B *CK, z] 6  E '{S i) and a  =>* e, then [B — a«,z] will be added to 

E'{Si) during processing.

Proof. We again look at the length of a:

Case 1. jo;| =  0. True, because o; =  e.

Case 2. \a\ > 0. Let m  =  |a |. T hen a  = X 1X 2 ■ ■ ■ Xm- Because a  =>* e, none of the 

constituent symbols of a  can be terminals. Furthermore, Xi e, 1 < I < m. 

W hen processing [B -> 9 X 1 X 2  • ■ • Xm, i\, E'p would add [B -> • • • Xm, %],

whose later processing by E'p would add {B —> X 1X 2  •  ■■■Xm,i], and so on 

until [B —>• X 1X 2  • • ■Xm*,i] — also known as [B —>• n#, z] — had been added 

to E'{Si).

□
Next, we establish containm ent properties of E (Si)  and E'(Si). O ur approach 

works backwards in a way. We pick some arbitrary Earley item I  produced by one 

algorithm, and determine the preconditions which must have existed for /  to be 

present. Assuming those same preconditions, we show th a t the other algorithm  must 

also produce I .  We assume th a t  Earley sets So, 5 i , . . . ,  Sj_i are identical for both 

algorithms, and th a t set Si is the  first set in which E {Si) and E'{Si) differ.

L em m a  4  E (S i)  Ç E'(Si).

Proof. Assume that there is some Earley item I  G E{Si)  which is not contained in 

E'{Si). We can classify I  according to the position of the dot:
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Case 1. The dot is a t the beginning. I  must be of the form [A —)■ i\ (this includes 

e-rules where a  = e). If /  is the initial item [5' — «S', 0], then I  is definitely 

present in E{Si) and E'{Si). Otherwise, I  can only have been added to E{Si) 

by Ep, which must have processed some earlier item I '  E E{Si), where I ' =  

[B —)■ - • ' •  A • - -, j] . However, both Ep  and E'p add /  when processing so if 

r  E E '{Si), then I  must be in both E{Si) and E'{Si).

Case 2. The dot is not a t the beginning, and there is a terminal symbol to the left of 

the dot. Here, I  must look like [A —>• • • • a •  • - •, j] , and must have been added 

as a results of E s  processing Earley set 5f_i. But because E s  is the same as 

E'p, I  must again be in both E{Si) and E'{Si).

Case 3. The dot is not a t the beginning, and there is a nonterminal symbol to the left 

of the dot. This is the most interesting case. I  must be [A — B •  - - •, A:], and 

must have arisen by E c  processing an earlier item in E{Si), I ' =  [B —f a#, j]. 

I f  j  7  ̂ i, then T would have to be in E{Si)  and E'(Si); Eq  and E'q operate the 

same way on Sj.

If j  =  i instead, then a  =^* e by Lemma 2. Consequently, the item I"  =  [.4 —>

■ - - m B  ■■■ ,k \ is also in E{Si).  This is mirrored in our algorithm: if I "  E E'{Si), 

then E'p will add the item [B -4 - •a ,  i], which will eventually cause I '  to be 

added to E'{Si) by Lemma 3.

Now consider the order in which I"  and I '  appear:

Case 3a. I"  is present when I '  is processed. In this case, E c  and E'c work the 

same way, and /  is added to both E{Si) and E'{Si).
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Case 3b. I"  is not present when I ' is processed. In E . the fact th a t the dot 

needs to be moved over B  would have been dynamically recorded; I  would 

be added when I"  is processed. The dot would be moved in E ' when 

processing I"  also, by E'p, because B  is nullable.

E{Si)  Ç E'{Si)  by contradiction, since no I  can be chosen which is in E{Si)  but not 

in E'{Si). □

Lemma 5 E{Si) D E'{Si).

Proof. We take the same tack as before: posit the existence of an Earley item /  E

E'(Si) which is not in E(Si) .  We have the same three cases when examining the 

position of F s  dot — the first two cases are identical, save for exchanging and 

in the text, and they have been elided.

Case 3. The dot is not a t the beginning, and there is a nonterminal s^unbol to the

left of the dot. I  m ust be [A ->•••- B , A:], and was added to E'{Si) one of 

two ways. Looking a t the nullability of B:

Case 3a. B  is not nullable. I  is thus added by E'q processing / '  =  [B —̂ oc»,j\ E 

E'{Si). As B is not nullable, a. ^  e and therefore at least one terminal 

symbol is consumed: j  ^  i. If I '  E E{Si), then I  must be in E{Si) because 

E q  and E 'q  work identically on Sj.

Case 3b. B  is nullable. One possibility is th a t I  may be added by E 'q  processing 

I ' . If j  7  ̂i, then this degenerates to Case 3a above. If j  =  i instead, then 

I"  =  [A —> ■ • • •  B  ■ ■ ■ ,k] E E'{Si)\ this would also be the situation if I
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had been added the alternate way, by E'p. If I"  were in E{Si), Ep  would 

add [B - 4 - «O', z] to E(Si), among others. I '  must inevitably be added to 

E{Si) too (if not, then Earley’s algorithm  would have failed by om itting 

the derivation B  =^* e), processing of which would cause I  to be added to

As before, no I  can be chosen which is in E'(Si)  but not in E{Si),  proving E{Si)  D 

E'{Si) by contradiction. □

Theorem 3 E(Si)  =  E'(Si).

Proof. This is a direct result of Lemmas 4 and 5. Our solution thus produces the 

same result as Earley’s. □

We note tha t this proof holds even if the gram m ar contains “useless” nonterminal 

symbols [46], tha t cannot derive a string of term inal symbols. Useless nonterminals 

should be considered not nullable, as they can never derive e, and are therefore not a 

party to any issues Earley’s parsing algorithm has with e-rules.

7.4 P reco m p u ta tio n  and R ep resen ta tio n

The Earley items added by our modified PREDICTOR, can be precomputed. Moreover, 

this precomputation can take place in such a way as to produce a new variant of LR(0) 

DFA which is very well suited to Earley parsing.

Figure 7.3 shows the LR(0) automaton for the  grammar in Figure 7.1. Recall that

in Section 4.1.5, we gave a  way to spht the LR(0) states to create our LR(0) DFA, a 

convenient structuring of the state machine for use in an Earley parser.
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A  —y 
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Figure 7.3: LR(0) automaton for the gram m ar in Figure 7.1.
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We observe tha t some DFA states must always appear together in an Earley set. 

This idea is captured in the theorem below; we present the theorem in term s of the

LR(0) DFA rather than  our DFA for the time being. The function GOTO{L, A) 

returns the LR(0) state reached if a transition on .4 is made from sta te  L.

T h e o re m  4: I f  an LR(0) item I — [A #o:] is contained in LR(0J state L  G Si and 

Oi =>* e, then GOTO{L, A) m ust also be in Si-

Proof As part of an Earley item , I must have the parent pointer i because the dot is

a t the beginning of the item. By Lemma 3, the Earley item /  =  [4 —)■ a» , i] will be

added to Si- As a result of C o m p l e t e r  processing of I  (whose parent pointer is i,

making C o m p l e t e r  look “back” at the current set Si), transitions will be attem pted

on 4  for every LR(0) state in Si, Thus GOTO{L, A) must be added to Si- □

We can treat Theorem 4 as the basis of a closure algorithm, combining LR(0) states

th a t always appear together, iterating until no more sta te  mergers are possible. For

the LR(0) autom aton in Figure 7.3, the resulting “LR(0) e-DFA” states would be

{0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7} {1}
{ 4 ,2 ,5 ,6 ,7} {2}
{ 5 ,2 ,6 ,7} {3}
{6,2 ,7} {7}

The LR(0) e-DFA is drawn in Figure 7.4. Of course, the e-DFA states can be split

into kernel and nonkernel items as in Section 4.1.5, to form an LR(0) e-DFA.

Pseudocode for an Earley parser which would use the LR(0) e-DFA is given in 

Figure 7.5. This code assumes th a t Earley items in Si and Si+i are implemented as 

worklists, and tha t the items themselves are (state, parent) pairs. The go to  function 

returns the sta te  transitions m ade in the split e-DFA, given a state and gram m ar
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Figure 7.4: LR(0) e-DFA.
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foreach. ( s t a t e ,  paxent) in  SiZ 
(k , nk) <—  g o to  ( s t a t e ,  
i f  k 76 A:

add (k, p aren t) to  Si+i 
i f  nk ^  A:

add (nk, i+1) to

i f  parent =  i  : 
continue

foreach. A —>• a  in  co m p leted .(sta te) : 
foreach. ( p s t a te ,  pparent) in  Sparent- 

(k , nk) goto ( p s t a t e ,  .4) 
i f  k 7̂ : A:

add (k, pparent) t o  Si 
i f  nk 7̂  A:

add (nk, i )  to  Si

Figure 7.5: Pseudocode for processing Earley set Si using an LR(0) e-DFA.

symbol. There can be a t most two of these transitions —  one to a kernel state k, one 

to a nonkernel state nk — and the absence of a transition is denoted by the value A. 

The com pleted function supplies a list of gram m ar rules completed within a given 

state. Recall that an Earley item is only added to an Earley set if it is not already 

present.

Can the original problem with em pty rules recur when using the e-DFA in an 

Earley parser? Happily, it can’t. Recall tha t the problem  with which we began this 

chapter was the addition of an Earley item  [B —> • • ■•A • - • , /c] to Si after C o m p l e t e r  

processed [A —>• #, i]: the dot never got moved over the A  even though A  e. W ith 

the e-DFA, say that sta te  I contains the  troublesome item  [B —> • • - •  A • • •]. All items 

[A -4 - «o;] must be in I too. If A is nullable, then there has to be some value of a  such
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th a t A  =i>- a  =>* e, and the dot must be moved over the A  in sta te  I by Theorem 4.

7.5 S u m m ary

Im plementations of Earley’s parsing algorithm can easily handle e-rules using the sim

ple modification to P r e d i c t o r  outlined here. Precom putation yields a new variant 

of LR(0) sta te  machine suitable for use in DEEP and other Earley parsers based on 

finite autom ata.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The lines of inquiry we have pursued over the last few years first presented themselves 

in a serendipitous manner. SPARK was created to fill a need unrelated to our research; 

Earley’s algorithm best matched our design constraints for SPARK; our experience 

using SPARK highlighted the problems with Earley’s algorithm and brought a number 

of research problems to bear.

The contributions of our work are sevenfold:

1 . We dem onstrated how to construct a directly-executable Earley parser, the first 

of its kind. The performance of the resulting parsers works in time comparable 

to that of the much-less general LALR(l) algorithm, even on non-toy grammars. 

This is particularly im portant as it suggests that direct execution may be viable 

for other types of general parsers.

2. For Earley parsers tha t use LR autom ata, we gathered d a ta  which indicates that 

prediction lookahead is not as valuable a strategy as our Earley set compression.
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This prunes unneeded Earley items so that the parser uses less space a t  run time.

3. A technique for handling context-dependent tokens — Schrodinger’s tokens — 

was presented, along with applications of the technique. Some awkward real 

languages, like PL/I, can be handled with this technique. Schrodinger’s tokens 

are not limited to Earley parsing, but can be used with any general parsing 

algorithm. Our experience using Schrodinger’s tokens in SPARK has been very 

positive.

4. We specified conditions under which semantic actions can be executed in an 

Earley parser prior to the completion of recognition. While the practical value 

of this to the end user has not yet been ascertained, we showed th a t the related 

space savings could be quite remarkable — over 90% in some cases.

5. We discovered a simple, efficient way to handle the problem with em pty  rules in 

Earley parsers, and proved it correct. Our solution to the problem lets Earley 

sets be processed in one pass, with no dynamic modification of da ta  structures, 

giving a faster and more robust implementation.

6 . A novel, easy-to-use representation for Earley sets was given, for use w ith  Earley 

parsers that employ LR(0) autom ata. This permits simpler im plem entation of 

automata-based Earley parsers.

7. We gave a way of transforming a standard LR(0) autom aton to m ake it more 

useful in an Earley parser, which can be combined with the above-mentioned 

representation. Again, this produces a simpler, more efficient im plem entation
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of Earley's algorithm.

We think th a t much of this work can be expanded to other types of general parsing 

algorithms. O f particular interest is the possibility of constructing o ther types of 

directly-executable general parsers. Also, we would like to find other new autom ata 

th a t are tailored for general parsers, whose use simplifies the parsing algorithm .

W hen Earley wrote his Ph.D. over th irty  years ago, computing conditions were 

very difierent than  they are now. Unfortunately, Earley’s algorithm seems to be syn- 

onjunous with “slow” insofar as the programming language community is concerned. 

We hope tha t our work helps to dispel this notion, and that it stim ulates some re

newed interest in general parsing techniques.

In retrospect, what we find interesting from a research point of view was that 

we were able to take a very general algorithm, address its shortcomings, and make 

it suitable for practical use. In the presence of our abundance of current computing 

power, the time may be ripe to re-examine old, powerful, general algorithm s that 

have been left by the wayside.
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Appendix A

Sample SPARK Specification

In Chapter 2 we used a little arithmetic expression language as a running example. 

This appendix collects the code together for one implementation of tha t language.

import sys
filename = sys.axgvfl] 
f = open(filename) 
evaluate (semantic (parse (scan(f ) ) ) ) 
f .closeO
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class SimpleScanner (GenerricScanner) :
def  init (self):

GenericScanner. init (self)

def tokenize (self, irtpuf) : 
self.rv = □
GenericScanner. tokenize (self, input ) 
return self.rv

def t_wh.itespace(self^, s) : 
r ’ \s+ ’

def t_op(self, s): 
r' \+  I '
self. rv. append(Tc>Iken(type=s) )

def t.number(self, s) : 
r' \d+ '
t = Token (type= ' nvnnber ' , attr=s) 
self.rv.append(t)

class FloatScanner(SimpleScanner) :
d e f  init (self) :

SimpleScanner. init (self)

def t.float(self, s): 
r ’ \d+ \. \d+ ’
t = Token(type=’f3.oat ’ , attr=s) 
self.rv.append(t)

def scan(f):
input = f.readO 
scanner = FloatScanner: () 
return s canner. tokenize ( input )
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class ExprPairser(GenericParser) :
def  init (self, starf=’expr’):

GenericPcirser. init (self, start)

def p_expr_term(self, args):
}} 1

expr ::= expr + term 
term ::= term * factor

i  3 )

return AST (type=args [1] , left=args [0] , right=args [2] )

def p_expr_term_2(self, args):
) > 1

expr ::= term 
term ::= factor

3 3 3

return args[0] 

def p_factor(self, args):
3 3 3

factor : := number 
factor ::= float

return AST (type=args [0] )

def parse(tokens):
parser = ExprParserO 
return parser .pairse (tokens)
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class TypeCheck(GenericASTTraversal) :
d e f  init (self, ast) :

GenericASTTraversal. init (self, ast)
self.postorder()

def n_number(self, node): 
node.exprType = ’ number’

def n_float(self, node):
node.exprType = ’float'

def default(self, node):
# this handles + and * nodes 
leftType = node.left.exprType 
rightType = node. right. exprType 
if leftType 1= rightType : 

raise ’Type error.’ 
node.exprType = leftType

def semantic(ast):
TypeCheck(ast)
#
# Any other GenericASTTraversal classes
# for semantic checking would be
# instantiated here...

return ast
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class Interpreter CGenericASTMatch.er) :
def  init (self, ast):

GenericASTMatciier. init (self, ’V’ , ast)
self .matchO 
print ast.val.ue

def p_number(self, node):
’ V : := number ’
node.value = int(node.attr )

def p_float(self, node):
’ V ::= float ’
node.value = float(node.attr)

def p_add(self, node):
’ V : := + ( V V ) ’
node.value = node.left.value + node.right.value

def p.multiply(self, node):
' V ::= * ( V V ) '
node.value = node.left.value * node.right.value

def evaluate(ast): 
Interpreter(ast)
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